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ABSTRACT 
Metal contamination in soil and drinking water is a big public concern. Risk 
assessment for soils contaminated with metals is based on the assumption that humans, 
especially children, may ingest contaminated soil. The human gastrointestinal system 
consists of two phases of digestion including the low pH stomach and the neutral pH 
intestine. The low pH conditions can result in the increased solubility of soil minerals and 
metal release while the high pH of the intestine may promote metal precipitation and removal 
from the body. 
In vitro tests simulating human gastrointestinal system are widely used to estimate 
metals bioassessibility. In a continuing effort to further improve the design of in vitro 
experiments, MINTEQA2, an equilibrium geochemical speciation model, was used to 
evaluate the importance of pH, Eh and organic acid concentrations for mineral 
dissolution/precipitation. The data for modeling were obtained from published reports 
describing sulfide mine tailings from two mining districts in New Mexico. 
The results of computer modeling indicated that under highly acidic, oxidizing 
conditions of the human stomach, metal sulfide, sulfate and carbonate minerals readily 
dissolve thus releasing metals. In neutral intestinal pH metals formed complexes with citrate. 
Maintaining low Eh, characteristic of intestine, during in vitro experiments would be 
important as it increases significantly metal reprecipitation. The influence of citric acid was 
exhibited only in precipitation of iron. The presence of acetic acid did not influence metal 
speciation and precipitation. The model was found to be a useful tool for evaluating the 
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importance of system parameters (pH, Eh, organic acids) for mineral dissolution/precipitation 
and can help design in vitro experiments. 
INTRODUCTION 
Metal contamination in soil and drinking water is a big public concern. 
Throughout the world great efforts are dedicated towards reasonable risk assessment and cost 
effective remediation techniques. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has 
worked out and is currently working on estimating the lowest allowable concentrations of 
different metals in soil and groundwater due to their adverse effects on human health. For 
example, high concentrations of lead, cadmium and antimony can cause cancer, brain, 
kidney, liver diseases (U.S. EPA, web site -1, 2000). The maximum contaminant levels 
(MCL) in drinking water for antimony and cadmium are 6 µg/L and 5 µg/L, respectively 
(U.S. EPA, web site - 2, 2000). 
The target levels of site remediation are being set by federal regulations. The clean-
up levels for soil are based on site specific factors such as zoning designation and exposure 
frequency (U.S. EPA, web site - 3, 2000). Therefore, for sites released for public residential 
use the clean-up levels would be more stringent. Risk assessment for soils contaminated with 
metals is based on the assumption that humans, especially children, may ingest contaminated 
soil (U.S. EPA, web site - 4, 2000). Contaminants present in soil may be leached or 
dissolved from soil particles in the acidic gastric environment and absorbed by a human 
body, thus causing adverse health effects. The bioaccessibility of metals is defined as the 
maximum amount of metal that is dissolved in the gastric fluid and, thus, is potentially 
available for absorption through the intestinal wall (Ruby et al., 1999, Hamel et al., 1998). 
This process depends on metals' speciation and aqueous conditions. The maximum 
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contaminant levels derived from leaching metals from soil with concentrated acids are used 
by EPA in determining the allowable metal concentrations in soils. 
Conditions in the human gastrointestinal tract are very important in this kind of risk 
assessment because they will determine the system parameters that will affect mineral 
dissolution and metal speciation after soil ingestion. The human gastrointestinal system 
represents two different environments. The low pH and oxidizing conditions in the stomach 
may increase the solubility of minerals and enhance the release of metals. The neutral pH 
and anaerobic environment in the human intestine may cause precipitation of metal-bearing 
minerals and their successive removal from the body. Organic acids, such as citric, malic and 
acetic acids, that are present in the human gastrointestinal system may complex with metals 
and promote their transport across the intestinal wall thus increasing metals' potential 
bioaccessibility (Ruby et al., 1993). Sorption/desorption on organic matter may also 
influence metal bioaccessibility (Sheppard et al., 1995). 
Investigation of the fate of metals (lead, cadmium, mercury) in gastrointestinal tract 
has been implemented through numerous in vivo studies using rats, rabbits and dogs as 
models (Ruby et al., 1993; Sheppard et al., 1995, Groen et al., 1997). This kind of 
experimental approach is expensive and time consuming. Another problem with in vivo 
studies is how to extrapolate the results to humans, and which animal species to choose for 
best approximation. A different approach to the investigation of metal bioaccessibility is to 
conduct in vitro studies using different chemical solutions to represent human gut conditions 
(Brebner et al., 1985; Ruby et al., 1992; Groen et al., 1997, Hamel et al., 1998). The 
difficulty with in vitro experiments lies in the complexity of the composition of 
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gastrointestinal fluids and related system parameters. These studies tend to overpredict the 
potential bioaccessible amount of metals due to the use of concentrated acids for metal 
extraction. With the development of computer science several geochemical speciation 
models have been applied to or developed for some particular geochemical problems. 
Among them is the equilibrium geochemical speciation model MINTEQA2 (Allison et al., 
1991). It possesses a vast thermodynamical database and can be used as a tool to estimate 
metal speciation and fate in the human gastrointestinal system. 
The goal of this study was to investigate metal behavior in the human gastrointestinal 
system based on computer simulations using MINTEQA2. The emphasis was laid on 
different aspects of gastrointestinal conditions, such as pH, Eh, organic acids that can be 
varied in in-vitro experiments, on the mobility of anionic and cationic forms of metals, and 
on different mineralogical sources of soil. Metals of interest for this study included lead, 
cadmium and antimony. These metals are commonly associated with sulfide minerals 
mining areas. Mineralogical data (Boulet, 1997; Boulet and Larocque, 1998) from two 
former sulfide mining sites (Cypros Pinos Altos and Cleveland Mine tailings, New Mexico), 
representing weathered and unweathered environments, were used as the source of ingested 
soil. The unweathered environment was characterized by abundant sulfide minerals, the 
weathered environment by metal sulfate, carbonate and oxide minerals. Computer modeling 
can give an initial estimate of maximum bioaccessible concentrations of metals and the 
importance of different system parameters (pH, Eh, organic acids) for mineral dissolution. 
This research is important because the results of computer modeling can help design in vitro 
experiments. It can also decrease the need for experimentation using lab animals. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Risk Assessment, Metals Bioaccessibility and Human Gastrointestinal System 
Risk assessment associated with soils contaminated with metals is partly based 
on evaluation of human exposure through ingestion of soil. Metals bioaccessibilty is 
considered to be the maximum amount of metal soluble in the simulated gastric solution 
and potentially available for transport across the intestinal wall (Hamel et al., 1998, 
Ruby et al., 1999). Bioaccessibility of metals depends on the types of compounds they 
form when present in the environment {Tessier and Turner, 1995). For example, 
mercury in cinnabar, mercuric sulfide, is much less bioaccessible than that in mercuric 
chloride due to its lower solubility (Schoof and Nielsen, 1997). Lead sulfate is more 
stable in the acidic stomach environment and, therefore, less bioaccessible, than lead 
carbonate (Ruby et al., 1999). 
The U.S. EPA sets limits for acceptable concentrations of metals in contaminated 
soils based on the total extractable metal concentrations after leaching with concentrated 
acids, such as nitric (HN03) and a mixture of nitric and hydrochloric (HCl) acids (U.S. 
EPA, 1986, 1995). The amount of metal absorbed by the human body will depend on 
the metal form in solution, mineral composition and texture of soil and individual 
variations of human gastrointestinal conditions (Hamel et al., 1998). The rate of metal 
absorption is higher in children than in adults (Gasser et al., 1996). EPA assumes that 
roughly 30% of ingested lead in soil may be absorbed (U.S.EPA, web site- 4, 2000). 
The estimates of the amount of soil that might be ingested by a human per day range 
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from 40 mg to several grams, the more realistic amount being 100 mg (vanWijnen et al., 
1990; McKone and Daniels, 1991; Sheppard, 1998). Based on these considerations and 
physiological studies investigators design risk assessment techniques. 
The human gastrointestinal (GI) system consists of two major parts: the stomach 
and the intestines. These two subdivisions represent two different chemistries. The 
digestion process in the stomach starts with the release of gastric juice that contains 
hydrochloric acid, enzymes, such as pepsin, and organic acids, such as malic, lactic and 
citric (Long, 1961; Piper et al., 1967; Sanford, 1982; Sernka and Jacobson, 1983; Ruby 
et al., 1993). Average stomach pH is as low as 1-1.3 for fasting conditions (Sernka and 
Jacobson, 1983). The volume of gastric fluid varies depending on the time of the day, 
level of activity and the amount of food ingested (Hamel et al., 1998). Some authors 
have based the solid to fluid ratio in the stomach on a study of rabbits which yielded the 
number 1 :10 (Ruby et al., 1993). The main assumption in the rabbit study was that pH, 
mixing and transit time of solid mine-waste doses in the stomach are comparable for 
rabbits and humans (Ruby et al., 1993). A more realistic solid to fluid ratio appears to be 
1: 1000, which is derived from the amount of gastric juice released in human stomach 
during the day (Hamel et al., 1998). The residence time of solid food in the stomach is 
approximately 2-4 hours (Hunt and Spurrell, 1951 ). In this respect metal bioaccessibility 
will depend on the dissolution kinetics of metal-bearing minerals and metal 
complexation ability. In the low pH stomach environment many metal-bearing minerals, 
sulfides in particular, show increased solubility (Ruby et al., 1993, Berti and 
Cunningham, 1997). Gasser et al. (1996) have studied lead release under simulated 
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gastric conditions. By a series of sequential extractions using MgC12, NaOH, EDTA and 
HN03 up to 76% of total lead was released from mine waste material (Gasser et al., 
1996). More than 50% of the lead released occurred in the first 10 minutes of the 
experiments indicating that in the initial stage of lead release, desorption may be a 
dominant process (Gasser at al., 1996). 
The small intestine is an important part of the digestion tract. It is here that the 
change in chemistry of the gut environment occurs and as a result the main uptake of the 
solubilized minerals. Its length in humans is approximately 20 feet (Ashmead et al., 
1985). Along its length the pH of the digesta increases from acidic to neutral 
( approximately 7) due to buffering juices, such as sodium bicarbonate, released by other 
digestion organs of the tract (Ashmead et al., 1985; Ruby et al., 1993). The environment 
of the intestine is also characterized by decreasing oxidation-reduction potential (Eh) (as 
low as -367 mV), as observed in mice, rats, guinea pigs and sheep, that indicates an 
increasingly anaerobic environment (Bergeim et al., 1945; Wrong et al., 1981; Marounek 
et al., 1987). Anaerobic conditions are also present in the human GI tract (Ashmead et 
al., 1985). Therefore, the human GI tract should be characterized by low Eh values. 
It has long been established that, in order to be absorbed by the gut, metals have 
to be present in ionic forms. This allows them to form metallo-organic complexes which 
are absorbed through the intestinal wall (Ashmead et al., 1985; Ruby et al., 1993; Tessier 
and Turner, 1995). In this view, studies of metal absorption developed in three 
directions: in vivo studies, in vitro studies and computer modeling. 
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In Vivo Studies 
In vivo studies include actual measurements of metal concentrations in lab 
animals, such as rats, swine and rabbits, after they have been fed contaminated soils 
(Ruby et al., 1993, 1999; Sheppard et al.,1995) or orally administered metal-containing 
solutions (Groen et al., 1997). In these studies metal concentrations have been measured 
in blood, liver, kidney and in the contents of stomach and intestine. It is difficult to 
organize the published results of in vivo studies because they vary widely depending on 
the composition and texture of soils, initial metal concentrations and goals of study. For 
example in the study of soil effect on lead concentrations in mice (Sheppard et al., 1995) 
lower lead concentrations ( approximately 15% of the total initial ingestion) occurred in 
the mice when soil was added to the lead-bearing solution that was fed to the mice. 
Groen et al. (1997) report lead concentrations in dogs' liver and blood of 1.5% of the 
initial concentration after ingestion of lead contaminated soil and 12% after ingestion of 
a lead nitrate solution. The in vivo studies of rabbits indicate that up to 37% of soluble 
lead from mine waste consisting of galena (PbS) and anglesite (PbS04) is available for 
absorption (Ruby et al., 1993). However, the in vivo approach is time consuming and is 
based on the assumption that humans and animals have comparable GI tract physiology. 
The use of in vivo studies for extensive monitoring or risk assessment of contaminated 
soils appears not be cost-effective. In vivo tests are usually centered on one or two to 
three metals to better estimate a particular metal uptake. Therefore, to evaluate the 
uptake for numerous metals in the environment it would take considerable effort and 
expense. 
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In Vitro Studies 
This approach received great attention because it simplifies the investigation and 
reduces the cost of studies. In in vitro studies different synthetic gastric fluids are used 
for extracting metals from contaminated soils. The recipes vary among investigators. 
Standard procedures in estimating the extractable amount of metals recommended by the 
U.S. EPA, as was mentioned earlier, include leaching with concentrated nitric acid or a 
mixture of nitric and hydrochloric acids (U.S. EPA, 1986, 1995). These aggressive 
techniques may overpredict the potential bioaccessible fraction (Berti and Cunningham, 
1997). In this respect interesting studies were performed using human gastric juice in 
studies of potential manganese bioaccessibility from digested tea (Powell et al., 1998). 
The results indicated that one mug of tea contributed up to 25% of the daily dietary 
intake of manganese. With this investigation the authors attempted to bypass the 
modeling of the complex physiochemistry of the human GI system. The use of 
semisynthetic saliva, stomach juice, bile and duodenal juice of dogs can serve as another 
example of this trend (Groen et al., 1997). However, obtaining these kinds ofliquids for 
investigations does not simplify in vitro studies. The U.S. Pharmacopeia introduces 
relatively simple recipes for simulated gastric and intestinal fluids. Gastric solution 
includes 2.0 g sodium chloride, 3.2 g pepsin and 7 ml hydrochloric acid (U.S. 
Pharmacopeia, 1985). This combination gives a pH of 1.2 that is close to the conditions 
of a fasting stomach (U.S. Pharmacopeia, 1985). Intestinal solution contains 6.8 g 
mono basic potassium phosphate (KH2P04), 10 g pancreatin and 0.2 N sodium hydroxide 
(U.S. Pharmacopeia, 1985). The resulting mixture is adjusted with 0.2 N sodium 
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hydroxide to a pH of 7.5. The Pharmacopeia recipes were used by different authors with 
some modifications. Introduction of organic acids, citric and acetic acids in particular, at 
concentrations of 500 mg/L, was based on in vivo studies in rabbits (Ruby et al., 1993). 
General closeness of in vivo and in vitro experimental results is noted by some 
researchers (Groen et al., 1997; Ruby et al., 1999). For example, Groen et al. (1997) 
compare the dissolved lead concentration of 5.6% of the initial concentration for in vitro 
experiments to 1.5% for in vivo experiments in dogs. However, Hamel et al. (1999) 
report concentrations ofbioaccessible lead derived from in vitro experiments and mass 
balance calculations as 70% of total lead. The same soil ingested by human volunteers 
has yielded measured blood lead levels of 26.2% of the initial lead concentration (Hamel 
et al., 1999). Comparison of in vivo and in vitro results is difficult because different test 
subjects are used for experiments, which may present variations of GI chemistry and, 
therefore, different results. While in vitro protocols can be standardized, they can not 
incorporate all complexity of physiological and chemical conditions from in vivo 
investigations. 
Computer Modeling 
Several geochemical speciation models have been designed to study particular 
problems, and sometimes later improved or expanded applications were added to them 
(Tessier and Turner, 1995). HALTAFALL, PHREEQE, MINEQL are examples of 
geochemical speciation models (Tessier and Turner, 1995). However, computer 
simulation of human GI chemistry and possible mineral dissolution/precipitation is not 
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widely used. The geochemical equilibrium speciation model MINTEQA2, developed by 
Allison et al. (1991), possesses an extensive thermodynamic database and options for 
adsorption processes. It has been used by Ruby et al. (1992) for simulating a gastric 
environment that overpredicted (by 2.8 times) concentrations of aqueous lead from 
dissolution of anglesite in low pH hydrochloric solution. However, the authors did not 
employ adsorption models that could have influenced the final result. Mathematical 
modeling, while not providing the final exact results on metal concentrations present in 
human GI tract, is useful for determining parameters of different chemical systems 
important in mineral dissolution and adsorption and in designing in vitro experiments. 
For example, in a study of lead, zinc and cadmium toxicity in mine wastewaters, 
MINTEQA2 has been used to predict concentrations of dissolved metal species, which 
have helped to explain different observed toxicities of these metals in minnow and 
daphnids (Erten-Unal et al., 1998). Therefore, use ofMINTEQA2 for simulating in vitro 





The geochemical equilibrium speciation model MINTEQA2 is designed for dilute 
aqueous systems. It was developed by the U.S. EPA, and includes a modified version of an 
interactive program PRODEF originally produced by Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory 
(Allison et al., 1991). The model is designed to calculate the equilibrium mass distribution 
between dissolved, absorbed, solid and gas phases (Allison et al., 1991). MINTEQA2's 
equilibration process starts with an initial activity guess for each component based on the 
input concentrations (entered by the user) and subsequent calculation of the concentration of 
each species in solution (Allison et al., 1991). The calculated concentrations of all species 
containing the component are added up and compared to the input concentration of this 
component (Allison et al., 1991). If the total and the input concentrations are over the 
minimum allowed difference level then a new activity guess is made, and equilibration is 
repeated until the values converge (Allison et al., 1991). Equilibration takes into account 
constraints such as pH, pe, redox couples and temperature, that are imposed by the user, and 
also new conditions that occur when oversaturated components precipitate (Allison et al., 
1991). The advantage of this mass equilibration method is that the user can introduce 
possible solid phases and let the model calculate the distribution between solid and aqueous 
phases. 
MINTEQA2 uses six types of species and components that can be introduced and 
generated (Allison et al., 1991). Components are ions and ionic groups (such as Ca2+, zn2+, 
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er, so/-, CO/) that can form species in solution (such as ZnCt, CaS04 aq) by combining 
with each other in various compositions. Components themselves may be present as species 
in solution without combining with other components. Type I are actual chemical species 
and components introduced by the user (Allison et al., 1991). Type II represent aqueous and 
adsorbed species formed from Type I components (Allison et al., 1991 ). Type III are species 
with fixed activities, such as pH, pe, redox couples or partial pressure of gases (Allison et al., 
1991). Type IV are Finite Solids that were either present initially or precipitated from 
solution (Allison et al., 1991 ). The entire amount of this type of solid can dissolve or 
precipitate if geochemical conditions require (Allison et al., 1991). Type V are Possible 
(Undersaturated) Solids that may precipitate if geochemical conditions change and the 
solution becomes oversaturated with respect to the particular possible solid (Allison et al., 
1991 ). Type VI are excluded species, such as electrons, that are not included in mass balance 
calculations (Allison et al., 1991). MINTEQA2 also contains adsorption models. However, 
a thermodynamic database for these models is not provided, and the user has to introduce 
adsorption constants obtained elsewhere (Allison et al., 1991). 
The output file created by MINTEQA2 includes percentage distribution of 
components among dissolved, adsorbed and solid species, the equilibrated concentration and 
saturation indices of solids from the database relevant to the solution (Allison et al., 1991 ). 
Data Origin and Assumptions for Modeling 
Fonner mining sites are sometimes released for public use. Therefore, a study of soil 
contaminated with metals from former mining sites is of particular interest for this paper. 
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Data for computer modeling of mineral behavior in physiological environments were 
obtained from a mineralogical and geochemical study conducted at two sulfide mine-tailings 
sites, Cyprus-Pinos Altos mine tailings and Cleveland mill tailings, in southwest New 
Mexico (Boulet, 1997; Boulet and Larocque, 1998). The two sites represent two distinctly 
different environments, weathered and unweathered, which are characterized by different 
mineralogy of the mine tailings. Sulfide minerals are the most abundant minerals in the 
unweathered tailings, while the products of sulfide mineral alterations (such as oxides, 
sulfates and carbonates) characterize weathered tailings mineralogy (Boulet and Larocque, 
1998, Walder and Chavez, 1995; Brandvold et al., 1995). Due to their diverse mineralogy 
and elemental concentrations, the two sites provide a good example for studying the behavior 
of minerals in physiological environments. Forty six elements and mineral phases were 
analyzed by Boulet (1997) using Inductively Coupled Plasma spectrometry (ICP), 
instrumental neutron-activation and X-ray diffraction techniques. Her research resulted in a 
quantitative and descriptive characterization of the tailings profiles at the two sites. Metal 
concentrations and mineral phases measured in soil samples obtained from 0-4 cm in the 
profiles (samples PAT003 and CMTOOl) (Appendix A) were used for modeling purposes 
because surface and near surface soil horizons are more likely to be ingested. 
Cyprus-Pinos Altos Site 
The Cyprus-Pinos Altos (CPAT) site represents an unweathered environment (Boulet, 
1997; Boulet and Larocque, 1998). Primary ore minerals include galena (PbS), sphalerite 
(ZnS), chalcopyrite (CuFeS2) and pyrite (FeS2). Magnetite (Fe30 4) is the most abundant non-
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sulfide mineral at this site (Boulet, 1997; Boulet and Larocque, 1998). Based on this 
information and elemental analyses, presented as ppm and wt.% of metals and elements by 
Boulet (Appendix A), the following assumptions were applied to assign elements to their 
respective sulfide minerals. Zinc, lead and copper were assumed to be hosted by their 
primary ore-bearing minerals: sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite, respectively. Sulfide was 
distributed between sphalerite, galena and chalcopyrite, based on molar ratios. Excess 
sulfide, remaining after this distribution, was attributed to pyrite. Iron was distributed 
between chalcopyrite and pyrite based on molar ratios. Any iron remaining was attributed to 
magnetite. 
Statistical analysis performed by Boulet (1997) showed a correlation between zinc 
and cadmium, and lead and antimony concentrations for CP AT. Thus I assumed: cadmium is 
hosted by sphalerite and antimony is hosted by galena. These assumptions are important 
because if sphalerite and galena dissolve, cadmium and antimony may be released. 
Concentrations of elements in soil samples (P AT003 "unweathered" and CMTOO 1 
"weathered") from the site were used for input data as aqueous components and species 
(Table 1). Example of input concentration calculations is presented in Appendix A. Initially, 
for model runs at pH 2, minerals were input as finite solids in solution at zero concentrations, 
and the model was allowed to calculate the distribution between solid and aqueous phases 
based on mineral solubilities. However, the initial model run was unsuccessful probably due 
to contradictions between fields of stability for components in a fixed system. Therefore, the 
model runs for pH 2 were performed without finite solids, but all oversaturated solids were 
allowed to precipitate if the system conditions would require. The same possible 
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Table 1. Input Ion Concentrations for MINEQA2 Simulations (Data for CP AT 
"unweathered" and CMT ''weathered" Sites) 
Ions in solution Concentration µg/L * Concentration µg/L * 
CPAT Site CMT Site 
Na+ 781,700 781,700 
er 1,560,000 1,560,000 
Ca2+ 48,100 101,200 
C032- 72,010 110 
HS- 12,900 104,200 
so/- 0 296,000 
Fe2+ 61,430 0 
Fe3+ 83,770 70,800 
Cu2+ 6,931 701 
K+ 0 2,400 
Zn2+ 1060 451 
Pb2+ 948 488 
Sb(OHk 67.1 25.7 
Cd2+ 7.6 2.2 
* for lg soil, lL of solution 
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contradictions between fields of stability imposed a restriction (magnetite was an excluded 
species) after preliminary runs of tests #7-9 (Table 2). 
Cleveland Mill Tailings Site 
Cleveland Mill Tailings (CMT) site represents a well-weathered environment in 
which the primary ore minerals have been highly oxidized. The complex and diverse 
mineralogy of the site made it difficult to choose the dominant minerals. Studies by other 
authors (Walder and Chavez, 1995; Brandvold et al., 1995) were used to determine 
weathering products (metal oxides, sulfates and carbonates). The data were input as aqueous 
components and species and minerals as possible solids. The possible minerals introduced to 
the model included anglesite (PbS04), cerrusite (PbC03), chalcanthite (CuS04*5H20), K-
jarosite (KFe3(S04)i(OH)6), hematite (Fe20 3), covellite (CuS), goslarite (ZnS04), gypsum 
(CaS04*2H20) and calcite (CaC03). 
Statistcal analysis performed by Boulet (1997) for CMT samples showed again close 
correlation between zinc and cadmium, and lead and antimony. Thus two additional 
assumptions were used in the model: cadmium is hosted by zinc-bearing minerals and 
antimony is hosted by lead-bearing minerals. 
The model was not able to calculate equilibrium ion concentrations at pH 7 from the 
CMT input data when all oversaturated minerals were allowed to precipitate. A series of 
model runs was performed without allowing mineral precipitation. The output files were 
examined for mineral saturation indices. Mineral phases with the highest positive saturation 
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Table 2. MINTEQA2 Tests Performed for CPAT and CMT Sites 
Physiological Conditions Remarks* 
Test# pH Eh (mV) Citrate Acetate 
(mg/L) (mg/L) 
1 pH2 1079 0 0 CP AT and CMT sites 
2 pH2 1079 500 0 CPAT and CMT sites 
3 pH2 1079 50-1250 0 CP AT site only 
4 pH7 1079 0 0 CP AT and CMT sites 
5 pH7 1079 500 0 CPAT and CMT sites 
6 pH7 1079 0 500 CPAT and CMT sites 
7 pH7 -300 0 0 CPAT and CMT sites 
8 pH7 -300 500 0 CP AT and CMT sites 
9 pH7 -300 0 500 CP AT and CMT sites 
10 pH2 -300 50-1250 0 CP AT site only 
11 pH7 1079 50-1250 0 CP AT site only 
12 pH7 -300 50-1250 0 CPAT site only 
13 pH7 -300 500 0 CMT site only**; Ca2+ 47-
2+ 916 mg/L; Cd 2.2 µg/L 
* other chemicals as listed in Table 1 
** other chemicals listed in Table 1 were not input 
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indices were then manually input as possible solids present at equilibrium at pH 7 for the 
final model runs for CMT site. These minerals for Eh 1079 mV were: plattnerite (Pb30 4), 
hematite, K-jarosite, cupriferit, Sb(OHh and Sb02. For Eh-300 mV: pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
galena, sphalerite, greenockite (CdS), hematite, Sb(OHh and Sb02. 
Conditions for Physiological Model and Tests Performed 
Based on literature research (Ashmead et al., 1985; U.S. Parmacopeia, 1985; 
Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1985; Ruby et al., 1992, 1993; Semka and Jacobson, 1983; 
Hamel et al., 1998) and MINTEQA2 database capabilities the following conditions were used 
for the two-phase physiological model. 
Stomach (fixed conditions): pH 2, aerobic (partial pressure of oxygen 0.067 atm); 2g 
NaCl, 7 ml concentrated HCl (corresponds to 0.01 mol Cf) per 1 liter of solution 
(U.S.Pharmacopeia recipe), temperature 37°C. The partial pressure of oxygen was chosen 
based on the maximum oxygen solubility at 37°C (Tchobanoglous and Schroeder, 1985), 
which is equivalent to an Eh of 1079 m V. 
Two model simulations were conducted for CP AT and CMT sites to evaluate the 
importance of organic acids for mineral dissolution/precipitation in stomach. One simulation 
was conducted with 500 mg/L of citric acid (C6H80 7), as in in vitro experiments conducted 
by Ruby et al. (1992, 1993), and the other without organic acids (tests #1 and #2, Table 2). 
Effect of citric acid on iron complexation and precipitation was evaluated in stomach 
environment (pH 2, Eh 1079 mV) using CPAT site concentrations (test #3, Table 2). The 
"sweep" option of the model allowed variation of only one parameter (citrate concentration). 
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The citric acid concentration was gradually increased at 50 mg/L increments starting with an 
initial citrate input concentration of 50 mg/L. The end citrate concentration was 1250 mg/L. 
All other input concentrations presented in Table 1 were not changed. 
Intestine (fixed conditions): pH 7, input concentrations from the results of stomach 
simulation, temperature 37°C. 
Two sets of model simulations were performed for both sites to test the influence of 
redox conditions on metal mobility. One set was conducted using the Eh 1079 mV, 
which is characteristic of an aerobic environment. Anaerobic conditions in the intestinal 
environment are often neglected in in vitro experiments. Another simulation set was 
performed using Eh-300 mV, which is indicative of anaerobic environment. Model runs for 
both Eh conditions were performed without any organic acids and with 500 mg/L of either 
citric or acetic (most abundant in intestine, (Ashmead et al., 1985; Ruby et al., 1992)) acids to 
evaluate the influence of Eh on metal-acid complexation and possible inhibition of metal 
precipitation (tests #4 through #9, Table 2). 
To investigate the possible preferential order of metal complexation under different 
Eh/pH conditions using CP AT site concentrations, the "sweep" option of the model was used 
to vary citrate concentration. The citric acid concentration was gradually increased at 50 
mg/L increments starting with an initial citrate input concentration of 50 mg/L. The end 
citrate concentration was 1250 mg/L. All other input concentrations were not changed from 
those presented in Table 1. Four runs were performed for four sets of pH/Eh parameters: pH 
2/Eh 1079 mV, pH 2/Eh-300 mV, pH 7/Eh 1079 mV, pH 7/Eh-300 mV (tests #3, #10, #11 
and #12, Table 2). 
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Based on literature research the average amount of soil ingested was assumed to be 
0.1 g and volume of fluid to be 100 ml (van Wijnen et al., 1990, McKone and Daniels, 1991, 
Sheppard, 1998, Hamel et al., 1998). Therefore, the solid to fluid ratio for modeling was 
calculated as follows: 0.1 g: 100 ml or lg: 1000 ml. Thus all concentrations of minerals 
were calculated for the amount of 1 g of soil ingested and for 1 L of solution (Table 1 ). 
1 2+/F 3+ - 2- - . Redox coup es (Fe e , HS /S04 , Sb(OH)J/Sb(OH)6 ) were mtroduced to all 
model runs to account for possible redox transformations when physiological conditions were 
varied. 
After studying the output files for the model simulations mentioned above, it was 
noted that Cd and Zn precipitation was inhibited in the intestine (pH 7, Eh-300 mV) for soil 
from CMT site. Calcium is twice as abundant at CMT than at CP AT site. A simplified 
model test was implemented to evaluate the effect of calcium on metal complexation with 
citrate in intestine conditions using CMT site Cd and Ca concentrations as an example. To 
exclude any other potential reactions/transformations in an environment with multiple ions, 
only three components were introduced to a simulated solution: Cd, Ca and citrate. Ca 
concentrations were gradually increased at 4 7 mg/L increments starting with the input Ca 
concentration of23.5 mg/L (approximately a quarter of Ca concentration measured in CMT 
soil). The end Ca concentration was 916.5 mg/L (test #13, Table 2). This "experiment" was 
designed to evaluate the potential competition of an alkaline earth element (Ca2+) for 
complexation with citric acid, and thus leaving more uncomplexed transition metal (Ca2+) in 
solution. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Important factors characterizing the chemistry of the human GI tract are pH, Eh and 
the amount and composition of organic acids. While these parameters can be controlled 
experimentally, other important factors that may influence metal dissolution/precipitation, 
such as presence of bacteria, organic matter, and mucous structure of the human gut, are 
difficult to replicate in in vitro experiments. In this study pH, Eh and organic acids were 
varied to simulate conditions used by other researchers in their in-vitro experiments and to 
evaluate the influence of these parameters on the dissolution or precipitation of various 
minerals. 
Stomach Conditions (pH 2, Eh 1079 m V) 
The model results for surface soil from the CPAT site (unweathered environment, 
abundant sulfide minerals) indicated that all sulfide minerals would dissolve in the highly 
acidic and oxidizing stomach conditions regardless of the presence of citric acid, thus 
releasing metals into the stomach solution (Table 3). In test #1 (without organic acids) 
MINTEQA2 predicted that all sulfide minerals would dissolve, all of the released Fe +2 would 
be oxidized to Fe +3 and precipitated as hematite, and sulfide would be oxidized to sulfate. 
Other metals that constitute minerals at the CP AT site, i.e. Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn and Cu, would stay 
in solution. 
Table 3. MINTEQA2 Modeling Results for Soil from Cypros Pinos Altos (CPAT) and Cleveland Mill Tailings (CMT) Sites 
(assuming 1:1000 soil:liquid ratio) 
Test# Physiological Conditions Results 
pH Eh (mV) Citrate Acetate CPAT site CMTsite 
{mg/L) {mg/L) 
1 pH2 1079 0 0 sulfide minerals dissolve minerals dissolve 
100% HS- is oxidized to SO 4 
2- 100% HS- is oxidized to SO 4 
2-
100% Fe2+ is oxidized to Fe3+ 100% Fe3+ precipitates 
100% Fe3+ precipitates 100% Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn, Cu stays in 
100% Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn, Cu stays in solution 
solution 
2 pH2 1079 500 0 sulfide minerals dissolve minerals dissolve 
100% HS- is oxidized to SO 4 
2- 100% HS- is oxidized to SO 4 
2-
100% Fe2+ is oxidized to Fe3+ 100% is bound as Fe-citrate complex in 
5.5% Fe3+ precipitates solution 
100% Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn, Cu stays in 
94.5% (137.2 mg/L) is bound as Fe- solution 
citrate complex in solution 
100% Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn, Cu stays in 
solution 
4 pH7 1079 0 0 100% Fe3+ precipitates 100% Fe3+ precipitates 
99% Cu precipitates 100% Pb precipitates 
100% Pb precipitates 100% Cd, Sb, Zn, Cu stays in solution 
100% Cd, Sb, Zn stays in solution 
N 
N 
Table 3. ( continued) 
Test# pH Eh (mV) Citrate Acetate CPAT site CMTsite 
(mg/L) (mg/L) 
5 pH7 1079 500 0 100% Fe3+ precipitates 100% Fe3+ precipitates 
100% Pb precipitates 100% Pb precipitates 
100% Cd, Zn, Cu stays in solution bound 100% Cd, Zn, Cu stays in solution 
mainly as Me-citrate complexes bound mainly as Me-citrate complexes, 
100% Sb stays in solution 100% Sb stays in solution 
6 pH7 1079 0 500 100% Fe3+ precipitates 100% Fe3+ precipitates 
99% Cu precipitates 100% Pb precipitates 
100% Pb precipitates 100% Cd, Sb, Zn, Cu stays in solution 
100% Cd, Sb, Zn stays in solution 
7 pH7 -300 0 0 100% S04
2- is reduced to HS- 100% S04
2- is reduced to HS- N 
vJ 
3+. 2+ Fe ts reduced to Fe 3+. 2+ 100% Fe 1s reduced to Fe 
dissolved metals reprecipitate as sulfide dissolved metals precipitate as allowed 
minerals: sulfide minerals: 
98.2% Fe2+ precipitates 100% Fe2+ precipitates 
100% Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu precipitates 81.4% Cd precipitates (0.4 µg/L stays 
18.6% Sb precipitates ( 42 µg/L stays in in solution) 
solution) 89.3% Zn precipitates (48.3 µg/L stays 
in solution) 
100% Pb precipitates 
99.9% Cu precipitates 
100% Sb stays in solution 
Table 3. ( continued) 
Test# pH Eh (mV) Citrate Acetate CPAT site CMTsite 
(mg/L) (mg/L) 
8 pH7 -300 500 0 100% SO 4 
2- is reduced to HS- 100% SO 4 
2- is reduced to HS-
dissolved metals reprecipitate as sulfide 100% Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ 
minerals: dissolved metals precipitate as allowed 
47.6% Fe2+ precipitates sulfide minerals: 
100% Cd, Pb, Cu and 99 .9 % Zn 2+ .. I 00% Fe prec1p1tates 
precipitates 81.4% Cd precipitates (0.4 µg/L stays 
18.7% Sb precipitates (42 µg/L stays in in solution) 
solution) 89.3% Zn precipitates (48.3 µg/L stays 
trace amounts of metals remaining in in solution) 
solution are bound as Me-citrate I 00% Pb precipitates 
complexes 99.9% Cu precipitates 
100% Sb stays in solution N .,l::l. 
9 pH7 -300 0 500 100% SO 4 
2- is reduced to HS- 100% S04 
2- is reduced to HS-
dissolved metals reprecipitate as sulfide 100% Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ 
minerals: dissolved metals precipitate as sulfide 
98% Fe2+ precipitates minerals: 
100% Cd, Pb, Cu, Zn precipitates I 00% Fe2+ precipitates 
18. 7% Sb precipitates ( 42 µg/L stays in 81.5% Cd precipitates (0.4 µg/L stays 
solution) in solution) 
89.3% Zn precipitates (48.3 µg/L stays 
in solution) 
I 00% Pb precipitates 
99 .9% Cu precipitates 
I 00% Sb stays in solution 
Acetate does not form complexes with 
metals 
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When 500 mg/L citric acid was added to the model, citrate was predicted to chelate 
94.5% of the Fe, inhibiting Fe precipitation. Only 5.5% ofFe3+ precipitated as hematite. Cd, 
Sb, Pb, Zn and Cu, released after the dissolution of sulfide minerals, did not form complexes 
with the remaining uncomplexed citrate in the low pH and oxidizing environment. 
The amount of hematite precipitated depends on the citric acid concentration in 
solution. A separate model run (test #3) was performed to demonstrate this relationship. The 
percent of Fe present in solution is a linear function of citrate: Fe-citrate (mg/L) = 
0.28*citrate concentration (mg/L) (Figure 1). As can be seen from the slope, some citrate 
remains uncomplexed as citrate-H possibly because the model has to compensate for mass 
balance and approximation errors associated with input data and that could have occurred 
during calculations. 
Mineralogy of the CMT site differs from that of the CP AT site. Sulfide minerals are 
less abundant, and other minerals such as metal sulfates, carbonates and oxides occur. 
Therefore, possible mineral phases were introduced in the model as sulfates, carbonates and 
oxides. The model results indicated that in the stomach environment minerals would 
dissolve (Table 3), similarly to the CPAT site. Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn and Cu were released in the 
solution. The influence of citrate was exhibited in the behavior of iron, without citrate (test 
#1) iron was predicted to precipitate as hematite. In the presence of 500 mg/L citrate (test 
#2) all Fe stayed in solution as an Fe-citrate complex. The initial iron concentration in soil at 
the CMT site was approximately half of that at the CP AT site. Therefore, with a citrate 
concentration of 500 mg/L, there was enough to bind all Fe. Similar to CP AT site, Cd, Sb, 
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Figure 1. Effect of Citrate on Fe Complexation (test #3, CPAT site, initial citrate 




















Effect of Calcium on Cd Complexation with Citrate 
(pH 7, Eh -300 mV, Cd 2.2 µg/L) 
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Figure 2. Effect of Ca on Cd complexation with citrate (test #13, CMT site, initial Ca 
concentration 23.5 mg/L) 
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Fe, the absence of iron would not affect other metals in solution in respect to complexing 
citrate at pH 2 and Eh 1079 mV. As demonstrated in test #3 (Table 3, Appendices Band C), 
Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn and Cu did not form complexes with citrate regardless of citrate 
concentrations; when all iron was complexed with citrate, there was free citrate in solution. 
Based on the results from stomach simulations, it appears that for soils from both 
CPAT and CMT sites, the dissolved concentrations of Sb (67.1 and 25.7 µg/L respectively) 
and Pb2+ (953 and 487 µg/L respectively) exceed the proposed MCL for Sb (6 µg/L) and 
action level for Pb (15 µg/L) in drinking water recommended by the U.S. EPA (U.S. EPA, 
web site - 2, 2000). The released Cd concentration for CP AT site (7 .6 µg/L) also exceeded 
the MCL (5 µg/L) for this chemical in drinking water (U.S. EPA, web site- 2, 2000). If risk 
assessment is based on stomach simulations only, both weathered and unweathered sites 
present a concern, and remediation strategies would depend only on particular metal 
concentrations. 
Model results compared to in vitro studies likely showed overpredicted metal 
concentrations in solution. Based on in vitro simulations using different soils (Ruby et al., 
1993, 1999, Sheppard et al., 1995) lead concentrations in the simulated gastric fluid were less 
than the initial lead concentrations in the soil matrix for those experiments. Numerous 
researchers note that metal concentrations in simulated gastric solutions depend on soil 
particle size and, hence, total surface area available for chemical interaction. MINTEQA2 
does not account for variabilities in soil textures or for mineral dissolution kinetics. 
The amount of citric acid used by Ruby et al. (1993) in their in vitro experiments (500 
mg/L) is based partly on in vivo measurements in rabbits. Piper et al. (1967) reported a citric 
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acid concentration measured in humans of approximately 50 mg/L. However, based on my 
model results, the amount of citric acid used for in vitro simulations will likely only influence 
the amount of iron in solution, as other metals did not form complexes with citrate in the 
stomach conditions modeled here. 
Intestine Conditions (pH 7, Eh 1079 or -300 m V) 
For intestinal conditions a set of six experiments was implemented (Table 2). The 
input concentrations of solid phases and dissolved constituents were from the corresponding 
stomach simulations. Iron was introduced as Fe3+ and the total amount of citric acid used for 
the stomach simulations was the input concentration for intestinal conditions. Magnetite was 
an excluded species for CP AT site, all other minerals were allowed to precipitate if 
equilibrium required so. For CMT site mineral precipitation was restricted. Minerals 
allowed to precipitate for CMT at Eh 1079 mV were: plattnerite, hematite, K-jarosite, 
cupriferit, Sb(OH)] and Sb02. Allowed minerals at Eh -300 m V were: pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
galena, sphalerite, greenockite, hematite, Sb(OH)3 and Sb02. 
The model results indicated that in an oxidizing intestinal environment in the absence 
of organic acids all Fe3+ would precipitate as hematite and all Pb would precipitate as 
plattnerite (Pb30 4) for both sites (test #4, Table 3, Appendices Band C). For CPAT site 99% 
of Cu2+ would precipitate as tenorite (CuO). Restrictions imposed on mineral precipitation 
for CMT site influenced Cu precipitation as compared to CP AT site. No precipitation of 
copper (through allowed minerals) was observed for the CMT sample. Metals Cd, Zn and Sb 
would stay in solution for both sites. The U.S.Pharmacopeia recipe for simulated intestinal 
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fluid, if used for in vitro experiments, does not include organic acids. Therefore test #4 
reflects a possible scenario in the in vitro experiments without the presence of organic acids 
in which researchers did not adjust Eh to reflect anaerobic conditions. 
In a number of in vitro experiments for intestinal conditions performed by Ruby et al. 
(1993, 1995), tests were conducted at atmospheric conditions with organic acids. To 
simulate this scenario the model runs were conducted at Eh 1079 m V with 500 mg/L of 
citrate. For both sites, the results indicated that in these conditions all Fe3+ precipitated as 
hematite and all Pb precipitated as plattnerite (test #5, Table 3, Appendices Band C). 
However, Cu did not precipitate for soil samples from both sites. It stayed in solution as Cu-
citrate complexes. Cd and Zn also stayed in solution as metal-citrate complexes. The 
behavior of Sb was different from that of other metals in solution. Sb existed in solution as 
an oxyanion [Sb(OH)J/Sb(OH)6-] while other metals were cations (Pb
2
\ ci+, etc.). The 
anionic form of Sb prevented it from complexing with citrate. Therefore, if metals are being 
transported through the intestinal wall as citrate complexes, Sb would not be of significant 
concern. 
Acetic acid is reported as the most abundant organic acid in the small intestine (Ruby 
et al., 1992). However, under aerobic conditions the addition of 500 mg/L acetic acid to the 
model (test #6) did not result in differences from the model with no organic acids present 
(test #4). Metals did not readily form complexes with acetate, and 97% of acetate stayed in 
solution. The rest of acetate was bound with Na. Therefore the amount of citric acid used for 
in vitro experiments would influence the results and should be considered when designing an 
in vitro experiment, whereas acetic acid would be less important. 
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The intestinal environment is characterized by increasingly anaerobic conditions 
along the length of the intestine. This results in the generation of reducing conditions in 
which Eh can reach values of-367 mV as measured in guinea pigs (Wrong et.al, 1981). 
Preliminary model runs comparing Eh-300 mV and-367mV revealed no difference in the 
results. For modeling purposes an Eh value of-300 mV was chosen to demonstrate these 
anaerobic conditions. 
Using anaerobic conditions the model results for the two sites were different. For the 
CPAT sample in the absence of organic acids (test #7, Table 3, Appendix B), the following 
redox transformation occurred: S04
2
- was reduced to HS-. A small amount of hematite, 
0.0001 mol (16 mg), would dissolve releasing Fe3+ and allowing subsequent reduction to 
Fe2+. Almost all reduced Fe2+ (98.2%) would precipitate as sulfide minerals (pyrite and 
chalcopyrite ). The remaining amount of hematite did not dissolve. All Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu 
would precipitate as sulfide minerals (sphalerite, greenockite, galena and chalcopyrite 
respectively). Sb (18.6%) would precipitate as Sb(OH)]. In comparison to the CPAT 
sample, the CMT results showed decreased precipitation of Cd (81.4%) and Zn (89.3%). All 
Sb stayed in solution. A possible explanation of this difference may be restrictions imposed 
on mineral precipitation for CMT site that shifted the simulated solution equilibrium. 
Introduction of citrate into the anaerobic intestinal conditions (test #8, Table 3, 
Appendix B) resulted in decreased precipitation ofFe2+ for the CPAT sample. Redox 
transformations of metals and species took place as described above. Fe2+ (52.4%) stayed in 
solution complexed with citrate. All Cd, Pb, Cu and most of Zn (99.9%) precipitated as 
sulfide minerals. As in test #7, Sb (18.7%) precipitated as Sb(OH)]. Trace amounts of 
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metals (in the order of 10-12 - 10-15 mols/L) were still present in solution possibly due to 
mass balance errors in the model. They formed complexes with citrate. An anomalous result 
was noted in the results for this model run. The amount of hematite increased from the input 
amount from stomach simulations. This result would not normally be expected in a reducing 
environment. It appears the problem was associated with imposing restrictions on system 
parameters. Magnetite was entered as an excluded species to allow a successful model run. 
The amount of iron in the CP AT sample was greater than the amount of sulfide and, 
therefore, the amount of the precipitated ( as sulfide minerals) iron was limited by sulfide 
concentrations in simulated intestinal conditions (test #8, Table 3, Appendix B). The input 
concentrations and restrictions on iron precipitation (magnetite was excluded species) 
introduced to the model resulted in an unrealistic prediction of an increased amount of 
oxidized mineral phase for iron. Iron that did not precipitate as sulfide minerals after redox 
transformations would probably stay in solution as Fe-citrate complex. 
Introduction of citrate in anaerobic conditions to the CMT sample (test #8, Table 3, 
Appendix C) did not seem to influence metal precipitation as compared to simulated intestine 
conditions without citrate (test #7, Table 3, Appendix C). All Sb stayed in solution. Metals 
remaining in solution did not form complexes with citrate as compared with CP AT site, 
possibly due to Ca competition for complexing citrate (Ca is twice as abundant in the CMT 
sample). 
A simplified model run was performed to test whether Ca2+ preferentially competes 
with metals for citrate present in solution. Concentrations of Ca2+ were gradually increased 
while ci+ and citrate concentrations were not changed (test #13, Table 2). The results 
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showed that the percent of ci+ as a Cd-citrate complex decreased when Ca2+ concentrations 
increased (Figure 2). Thus, high Ca concentration may influence metal complexation with 
citrate through preferential formation of Ca-citrate complexes. The amount of Ca released in 
intestine can reach 144 mg/L (3.6 mmol) {Long, 1961). Therefore, for designing in vitro 
experiments the amount of Ca introduced in intestinal phase may influence the results and 
should be taken into consideration. 
The presence of acetate for intestinal conditions (test #9, Table 3, Appendices Band 
C) did not influence the output results for both sites when compared to the test #7 results 
without organic acids. Metals did not readily form complexes with acetate. Therefore, 
acetate would probably not influence in vitro simulation results. 
Based on the results for intestinal simulations it appears that Eh value used was an 
important factor in determining the final metal concentrations in solution. In high Eh (1079 
m V) metals stayed in solution, therefore, creating a potential health risk if present in high 
concentrations. In low Eh (-300 m V) only Sb presented a potential problem for both sites 
due to decreased precipitation. Other metals in solution mostly precipitated and, therefore, 
would probably be eliminated from the body. As a result of intestinal simulations using 
MINTEQA2, consideration should be given to anaerobic vs. aerobic environment and 
additional investigation is needed to better evaluate Eh conditions in human intestine. 
Influence of pH/Eh Conditions on Metal Complexation with Citrate 
The influence of pH/Eh conditions on metal complexation with citrate was evaluated 
using CPAT site metal concentrations when solids were allowed to precipitate (tests #3, #10-
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12, Table 2). The model results indicated that the most important factor for metal 
complexation with citrate was pH (Table 4). At pH 2 Cd, Pb, Zn and Cu did not form 
complexes with citrate regardless of Eh values (tests #3 and 10, Table 4). Only Fe3+ 
increasingly formed complexes with increasing citrate concentration. At pH 7, Cd, Pb, Zn 
and Cu increasingly formed complexes with citrate with increasing citrate concentrations 
(tests #11 and 12, Table 4). The preferential order of metal-citrate complex formation at pH 
7/Eh 1079 mV is Cu>Zn>Fe>Cd>Pb (Figure 3). Precipitation ofFe2+ decreases with the 
increasing amounts of citrate at pH 7/Eh-300 mV. Fe species would form complexes with 
citrate. After precipitation, trace Cd, Pb, Zn and Cu remaining in solution increasingly form 
complexes with citrate with increasing citrate concentrations. The preferential order of 
metal-citrate complex formation for pH 7/Eh-300 mV Zn>Cu>Fe>Pb>Cd (Figure 4). The 
decreased Cd complexation with citrate at Eh-300 mV compared to Eh 1079 mV may be 
due to Cd precipitation at Eh-300 mV and, therefore, shifted equilibrium. 
Possible Influence of Model Restrictions on Output Results 
MINTEQA2 is a useful tool to conducting geochemical simulations. However, its 
limitations may influence the output results. For model runs in stomach conditions, metal 
concentrations potentially released from contaminated soil were likely overpredicted. The 
model does not take into account such parameters as residence time in the stomach and 
mixing rates that may slow mineral dissolution and metal release. Also, sorption processes 
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Figure 4. Effect of pH/Eh on Metal Complexation (pH 7, Eh -300 mV, initial citrate 
concentration 50 mg/L) 
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Table 4. Effect of Eh and pH on Metal Complexation with Citrate for Soil from CP AT Site 
Test# pH Eh Results 
3 pH2 1079 100 % Fe stays in solution bound as Fe-citrate complexes when citrate 
concentration is?: 550 mg/L 
0% Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn, Cu form complexes with citrate regardless of citrate 
concentration 
11 pH7 1079 100 % Fe3+ precipitates, trace concentrations of Fe in solution complex 
with citrate 
Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu increasingly form complexes with increasing citrate 
concentrations; preferential order of complexing Cu>Zn>Fe>Cd>Pb 
10 pH2 -300 Metals do not form complexes with citrate 
Trace concentration ofFe3+ complexes with citrate 
12 pH7 -300 Precipitation ofFe2+ decreases as citrate concentrations increase 
Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu increasingly form complexes with increasing citrate 
concentrations; preferential order of complexing Zn>Cu>Fe>Pb>Cd 
influence metal concentrations in solution and result in lower dissolved metal concentrations. 
While the model allows use of adsorption isotherms, however, the lack of adsorption 
constants in the thermodynamical database is a barrier to incorporating sorption processes in 
computer simulations. 
The model results for intestinal conditions for the CMT sample may have been 
influenced by imposing restrictions on mineral precipitation. A restriction was also imposed 
on the CPAT sample (magnetite as excluded species). When specifying fixed system 
parameters such as pH and Eh, the high number of components in solution may cause 
contradiction between fields of stability for solid and dissolved forms of different 
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components. To avoid this contradiction manual adjustment of system components may be 
necessary such as evaluation of mineral saturation indices. Possible mineral phases would 
depend in part on the database. Restrictions on mineral precipitation may have changed the 
overall system equilibrium that resulted in the decreased Cd, Zn and Sb precipitation for the 
CMT sample. Exclusion of magnetite from simulations likely influenced the mineral phase 
and amount of iron precipitated for the CP AT sample. 
Another factor that may influence metal precipitation but is not incorporated in the 
model is alternative possible reactions in the GI system such as complexing with enzymes, 
proteins or other organic matter. These processes may result in decreased mineral 
precipitation in the intestinal conditions and favor transport of metals complexed with 
enzymes through the intestinal wall. Ruby et al. (1993) report preliminary test results for 
lead as up to 95% of solubilized lead was bound to a protein which was a stronger chelator 
compared to organic acids. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Computer simulations using the geochemical speciation model MINTEQA2 were 
performed to estimate the fate of minerals in simulated stomach and intestine environments 
using recipes applied to in vitro experiments and to evaluate the importance of system 
parameters for designing in vitro experiments. The data from two former mining sites in 
New Mexico were used to simulate two mineralogical sources for modeling: CPAT site 
(unweathered environment) with abundant sulfide minerals and CMT site (weathered 
environment) with abundant metal sulfate and carbonate minerals. 
The modeling results indicated that in a low pH, high Eh stomach environment 
sulfide minerals and metal sulfate and carbonate minerals from CP AT and CMT sites would 
dissolve. Therefore, toxic metals hosted by the minerals at the two sites would be released in 
stomach by dissolution. However, the model was likely to overpredict the amount of 
minerals that may dissolve in stomach environment compared to the results of some in vitro 
studies (Ruby et al., 1993, Sheppard et al., 1995). The model does not take into account soil 
particle size, mixing rate and residence time in stomach, which are likely to influence the 
output results. Also, the lack of adsorption constants in the thermodynamical database (these 
must be obtained elsewhere) is a barrier to modeling sorption. However, based on model 
results it is possible to conclude that metal sulfide, sulfate and carbonate minerals would 
dissolve to some extent, thus releasing metals in stomach solution. Therefore dissolved metal 
concentration in stomach would depend largely on the initial metal concentrations in soil, soil 
texture and amount ingested. 
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The presence of citrate in stomach simulations did not seem to influence final metal 
concentrations in solution with the exception of iron. Lead, cadmium and antimony have the 
strictest drinking water standards and did not form complexes with citrate. Therefore, the 
amount of citric acid used for stomach in vitro simulations is likely not a decisive factor in 
predicting toxic metal concentrations with the exception of iron. 
Computer simulations of intestinal environment were conducted using conditions that 
are sometimes applied to in vitro experiments that are conducted in aerobic environment (pH 
7, Eh 1079 mV). A separate model set was performed using the low Eh (-300 mV) which is 
more indicative of an anaerobic intestinal environment. Model results indicated that 
maintaining anaerobic environments for in vitro intestinal simulations is important. Low Eh 
conditions in the intestine may influence metal complexation and/or precipitation. In the 
neutral pH and high Eh (1079 mV) conditions Cd, Zn and Cu stayed in solution while in 
anaerobic environment (Eh-300 mV) they reprecipitated as sulfide minerals. Partial 
precipitation was noted for Sb from CP AT soil in low Eh conditions. 
Citrate formed complexes with metals in the neutral pH of the intestine. Acetate 
present in the intestine simulations did not form complexes with metals and did not influence 
their precipitation/dissolution. Therefore, the amount of acetate in in vitro experiments for 
intestinal conditions is likely not an important factor in determining final metal 
concentrations in intestinal fluid. The Eh conditions are an important factor and should be 
taken into account when designing in vitro experiments. The low Eh conditions (-300 m V) 
used for computer simulations for this paper were based on measurements in guinea pigs 
(Wrong et.al, 1981) and may not be indicative of human intestines. Additional investigations 
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of Eh values in human intestine would be very useful for better design of in vitro 
experiments. 
Metal complexation with citrate was influenced by pH of the environment. At pH 2 
only Fe formed complexes with citrate. Cd, Sb, Pb, Zn and Cu stayed in solution in the 
uncomplexed form. All metals present in solution formed complexes with citrate at pH 7 
Eh of the environment did not appear to influence metal complexation. 
The amount of calcium present in solution for intestinal simulations in low Eh 
environment appears to influence metal complexation with citrate. Calcium preferentially 
formed complexes with citrate in a simplified model test where only Ca, Cd and citrate were 
present in solution at pH 7 and Eh -300 m V. Therefore, if calcium is abundant in soil it may 
leave more uncomplexed metals in solution by forming complexes with citrate. The model 
does not take into account proteins and enzymes in gastrointestinal fluids which are usually 
stronger chelators than organic acids (Ruby et al., 1993). However, if calcium showed higher 
affinity for complexing with citrate, it may compete with metals in forming complexes with 
proteins and enzymes, thus, leaving more metals in solution. 
MINTEQA2 is a useful tool to first estimate the behavior of metals in various 
environments. It can be used in predicting metal concentrations in water in the case of acid 
mine drainage (two step modeling: pH 2/Eh 1079 mV and pH7/Eh 1079). By varying 
different components and species in solution an investigator may estimate which ones are 
more likely to influence the formation of metal complexes that are less soluble in specified 
conditions. These results can be used in choosing remediation techniques. The model does 
not take into account the time required for chemical transformations that may influence 
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mineral dissolution/precipitation and it is limited by thermodynamical database. However, 
model results can help design in vitro experiments and estimate the influence of system 
parameters on experimental results. Different species of the same component have different 
potential bioavailability. While MINTEQA2 may overpredict absolute metal concentrations 
in solution, it was found to satisfactorily evaluate metal toxicity based on speciation in in 
vivo studies for lead, cadmium and zinc (Erten-Unal et al., 1998). Human physiology is a 
complex field of study. By evaluating parameters influencing in vitro results model results 
may be used in determining directions of study in human physiology for better design of in 
vitro experiments and, therefore, risk assessment. 
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APPENDIX A 
GEOCHEMICAL DATA (ANALYSES OF BULK TAILINGS SAMPLES) 
FOR CYPRUS-PINOS ALTOS AND CLEVELAND MILL TAILINGS 
SITES (BOULET, 1997) AND EXAMPLE OF INPUT 
CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATIONS FOR MODELING 
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Geochemical Data Measured by M. Boulet (1997) 
Sample Ca Cd Cu Fe K Na Pb Sb Zn s 
wt% ppm ppm wt% wt% wt% ppm ppm ppm wt% wt % wt % 
PAT003 17.42 7.6 6931 15.1 0.16 0.04 948 36 1060 2.49 0 5.31 
CMTOO 1 10 .12 2.2 701 7.08 0.24 0.01 488 14 451 10.1 29.6 O.ot 1 
Step 1. Concentrations of elements calculated for 1 g of soil sample (P AT003 sample) 
S (wt%): 2.49 g of S per 100 g of sample= 0.0249 g ofS per 1 g of sample 
Cu (ppm): 6931 g of Cu per 106 g of sample= 6.931*10-3 g of Cu per 1 g of sample 
All other species and components are calculated similarly. 
Step 2. Liquid concentrations 
Solid to liquid ratio for physiological model is assumed 1: 1000 (1 g of sample in 1 L of 
solution). Therefore, all solid concentrations are converted to g/L. For example: 
6.931 *10-3 g of Cu per 1 g of sample= 6.931 *10-3 g/L of Cu or 1.1 *104 mol in 1 L of 
solution. 
Step 3. Minerals and Fe2+ /Fe3+ input concentrations for CPAT Site 
From Step 1 total S concentration is 7.8*10-4 mol. Metal concentrations as calculated in Step 
1 are Zn= l.6*10-5 mol, Pb= 4.6*10-6 mol, Cu= 1.1 *104 mol, Fe= 2.7*10-3 mol. After 
distributing S between sphalerite (l.6*10-5 mol), galena (4.6*10-6 mol) and chalcopyrite 
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(1.1 * 10-4 mol), excess Sis attributed to pyrite (5.4*104 mol). Therefore, Fe2+ in pyrite is 
2.7*10-4 mol. The amount ofFe2+ assigned to chalcopyrite and pyrite is 3.8*10-4 mol (e.g. 
I.I *10-4 mol + 2.7*104 mol). Total amount of Pe in a soil sample is 2.7*10-3 mol. 
Therefore, the amount of Pe assigned to magnetite is 2.3*10-3 mol (e.g. 2.7*10-3 total Fe-
3.8-10-4 mol Fe2+). Both Fe3+ and Fe2+ are present in magnetite (for each mol of magnetite 
2/3 mol Fe3+ and 1/3 mol Fe2+). This means that 2.3*10-3 mol magnetite contain 1.5*10-3 
mol Fe3+ and 7.7*10-4 mol Fe2+. Adding up all Fe2+ (from chalcopyrite, pyrite and 
magnetite), the total amount ofFe2+ is 1. 1 *10-3 mol. The total amount ofFe3+ (from 
magnetite) is 1.5*10-3 mol. 
Note: input amount of Zn for CPAT site was 2.2*104 mol, not 1.6*10-5 mol as presented in 
this example calculation. According to M. Boulet data the chemical composition of sphalerite 
does not fall under the ideal formula 1 mol Zn : 1 mol S for the site. The input Zn 
concentration was modified to account for this imperfection. 
Step 4. Physiological solution and pH 
Additional Na and Cl concentrations are added to input data from the U.S.Pharmacopeia 
recipe: 2 g of NaCl per 1 L of solution. Based on molar ratio Na:Cl = 1:1, 2 g of NaCl will 
add 0.034 mol Na and 0.034 mol Cl to 1 L of solution. 
The initial pH for stomach simulations is fixed at pH 2. Additional Cl concentration of 0.01 
mol is added to the model input data to account for pH 2 that would be created during a real 
batch experiment by adding HCI. Total Na input concentration is 781. 7 g/L or 0.034 mol and 
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total Cl input concentration is 1,560 g/L or 0.044 mol (Note: Na concentration in soil 
samples P AT003 and CMT003 is negligibly small). 
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APPENDIXB 
MINTEQA2 MODELING RESULTS FOR SOIL FROM CYPRUS-PINOS 
ALTOS (CPAT) SITE 
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MINTEQA2 Modeling Results for Soil From Cypros-Pinos Altos (CPAT) Site 
Test #1 (pH 2, Eh 1079 mV) Stomach input mol/L Stomach output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10"2 3.4*10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 1.2*10-3 1.2* 10-3 
C032- 1.2* 10"3 1.2*10-3 
HS- 3.9*10-4 0 
S042- 0 3.9*10-4 
Fe2+ 1.1 *10-3 0 
Fe3+ 1.5*10"3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1*10-4 1.1*10-4 
K+ 0 0 
Zn2+ 2.1 *10"5 2.1 *10-5 
Pb2+ 4.6*10-6 4.6*10-6 
Sb(OH)6- 3.0*10"
7 3.0* 10"7 
ca2+ 6.8*10-8 6.8*10-8 
citrate 0 0 
hematite 0 1.3*10-3 
Test #2 (pH 2, Eh 1079 m V) Stomach input mol/L Stomach output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10-2 3.4* 10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 1.2* 10-3 1.2*10-3 
C032- l .2*10-3 1.2* 10-3 
HS- 3.9*10-4 0 
so 2- 0 3.9*10-4 4 
Fe2+ 1.1*10-3 0 
Fe3+ 1.5*10"3 2.5*10-3 
Cu2+ l.1*10-4 1.1 *10-4 
K+ 0 0 
























































































Ca2+ l.2*10-3 l.2*1ff3 
C032- l.2*1ff3 1.2*10-3 
HS- 0 0 
S042- 3.9*104 3.9*104 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ 2.5*10-3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 *10-4 l.1*10-4 
K+ 0 0 
Zn2+ 2.1 * lff5 2.1 *10-5 
Pb2+ 4.6*1ff6 0 
Sb(OH)6- 3.0*lff
7 3.0*lff7 
cd2+ 6.8* 10-8 6.8*10-8 
citrate 2.6*10-3 2.6*10-3 
acetate 0 0 
hematite 7.2*1ff5 1.3*10-3 
plattnerite 0 4.6*1ff6 
tenorite 0 0 
Test #6 (pH7, Eh 1079 m V) Intestine input mol/L Intestine output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*1ff2 3.4*1ff2 
er 4.4*1ff2 4.4*1ff2 
ca2+ l.2*1ff3 l.2*10-3 
C032- 1.2* 1 ff3 l.2*1ff3 
HS- 0 0 
S042- 3.9*104 3.9*104 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ 0 0 
Cu2+ l.1*10-4 1.1 * lff4 
K+ 0 0 
Zn2+ 2.1 *lff5 2.1 *10-5 
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cont'd 
Pb2+ 4.6*10-6 4.6*10-6 
Sb(OH)6- 3.0*10"
7 3.0* 10-7 
cd2+ 6.8*10"8 6.8*10-8 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 8.5*10-3 8.5*10-3 
hematite 1.3* 10-3 1.3* 10"3 
plattnerite 0 4.6*10"6 
tenorite 0 1.1 *10-4 
Test #7 (pH 7, Eh-300 mV) Intestine input mol/L Intestine output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10"2 3.4*10"2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10"2 
Ca2+ 1.2*10"3 1.2* 10-3 
C032- 1.2* 10-3 1.2*10"3 
HS- 0 0 
S042- 3.9*10-4 0 
Fe2+ 0 3.3* 10"6 
Fe3+ 0 0 
Cu2+ 1.1*10-4 0 
K+ 0 0 
Zn2+ 2.1 *10"5 0 
Pb2+ 4.6*10"6 0 
Sb(OH)6- 3.0*10-
7 2.4*10"7 
Cd2+ 6.8*10"8 0 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 0 0 
hematite 1.3*10-3 1.2*10"3 
chalcopyrite 0 1.1 * 10-4 
galena 0 4.6*10"6 






















































































Test #9 (pH 7, Eh-300 mV) Intestine input mol/L Intestine output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4* 10-2 3.4* 10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4* 10-2 
Ca2+ 1.2* 10-3 1.2*10-3 
co 2-3 1.2*10-3 1.2* 10-3 
HS- 0 0 
so 2-4 3.9*10-4 0 
Fe2+ 0 3.7*10-6 
Fe3+ 0 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 * 10-4 0 
K+ 0 0 
Zn2+ 2.1*10-5 0 
Pb2+ 4.6*10-6 0 
Sb(OH)6- 3.0*10-
7 2.4*10-7 
Cd2+ 6.8*10-8 0 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 8.5*10-3 8.5*10-3 
hematite 1.3*10-3 l.2*10-3 
chalcopyrite 0 1.1 * 10-4 
galena 0 4.6*10-6 
pyrite 0 7.2*10-5 
greenockite 0 6.8*10-8 





MINTEQA2 MODELING RESULTS FOR SOIL FROM CLEVELAND 
MILL TAILINGS (CMT) SITE 
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MINTEQA2 Modeling Results for Soil From Cleveland Mill Tailings (CMT) Site 
Test #1 (pH 2, Eh 1079 mV) Stomach input mol/L Stomach output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10-2 3.4*10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5*10-3 
co Z-3 1.8* 10-6 1.8*10-6 
HS- 3.2*10-3 0 
S042- 3.1 *10-3 6.2*10-3 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ l.3*10-3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 *10-5 1.1 * 10-5 
K+ 6.1*10-5 6.1 * 10-5 
Zn2+ 6.9* lff6 6.9* 10-6 
Pb2+ 2.4*10-6 2.4*10-6 
Sb(OH)6- 1.2*10-
7 1.2*10-7 
ca2+ 2.0*10-8 2.0*10-8 
citrate 0 0 
hematite 0 6.3*104 
Test #2 (pH 2, Eh 1079 m V) Stomach input mol/L Stomach output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10-2 3.4*10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5*10-3 
C032- 1.8*10-6 1.8* 10-6 
HS- 3.2*10-3 3.2* 10-3 
S042- 3.1 *lff3 3.1 * 10-3 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ 1.3*10-3 1.3*10-3 
Cu2+ 1.1 *10-5 1.1*10-5 
K+ 6.1 *10-5 6.1 *10-5 
























































































Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5*10-3 
C032- l.8*10-6 1.8* 10-6 
HS- 3.2*10-3 3.2*10-3 
so 2-
4 3.1 * 10-3 3.1 *10-3 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ l.3*10-3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 * 10-5 1.1 * 10-5 
K+ 6.1 *10-5 6.1 *10-5 
Zn2+ 6.9*10-6 6.9*10-6 
Pb2+ 2.4*10-6 2.4*10-6 
Sb(OH)6- l.2*10-
7 l.2*10-7 
ca2+ 6.8*10-8 6.8*10-8 
citrate 2.6*10-3 2.6*10-3 
acetate 0 0 
hematite 0 6.3*10-4 
plattnerite 0 2.4*10-6 
tenorite 0 0 
Test #6 (pH7, Eh 1079 m V) Intestine input mol/L Intestine output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4*10-2 3.4* 10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5* 10-3 
C032- l.8*10-6 1.8* 10-6 
HS- 0 0 
sot 6.2*10-3 6.2*10-3 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ 0 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 * 10-5 l.1*10-5 
K+ 6.1 *lff5 6.1 •10-5 
Zn2+ 2.1 * 10-5 2.1*10-5 
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cont'd 
Pb2+ 2.4*10-6 0 
Sb(OH)6- l.2*10-
7 l.2*10-7 
Cd2+ 2.0*10-8 2.0*10-8 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 8.5*10-3 8.5* 10-3 
hematite 6.3*104 6.3*10-4 
plattnerite 0 2.4*10-6 
tenorite 0 0 
Test #7 (pH 7, Eh-300 mV) Intestine input moVL Intestine output moVL 
Na+ 3.4*10-2 3.4* 10-2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4*10-2 
Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5*10-3 
C032- l.8*10-6 l.8*10-6 
HS- 3.2*10-3 3.7*10-3 
S042- 3.1*10-3 0 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ l.3*10-3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 *10-5 1.1 *10-8 
K+ 6.1*10-5 6.1 *10-5 
Zn2+ 6.9*10-6 7.4*10-7 
Pb2+ 2.4*10-6 0 
Sb(OH)6- l.2*10-
7 l.2*10-7 
Cd2+ 2.0*10-8 3.6*10-9 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 0 0 
hematite 6.3*104 0 
chalcopyrite 0 1.1 *10-5 
galena 0 2.3* 10-6 






















































































Test #9 (pH 7, Eh-300 mV) Intestine input mol/L Intestine output mol/L 
Na+ 3.4•10-2 3.4* 1 ff2 
er 4.4*10-2 4.4* 10-2 
Ca2+ 2.5*10-3 2.5* 1 ff3 
co 2-3 1.8*10-6 1.8*10-6 
HS- 3.2*1ff3 3.7*10-3 
so/ 3.1 *lff3 0 
Fe2+ 0 0 
Fe3+ 1.3*10-3 0 
Cu2+ 1.1 *lff5 1.1 * lff8 
K+ 6.1 *lff5 6.1 *lff5 
Zn2+ 6.9*1ff6 7.4*10-7 
Pb2+ 2.4*1ff6 0 
Sb(OH)6- 1.2•10-
7 1.2*10-7 
Cd2+ 2.0*10-8 3.6*10-9 
citrate 0 0 
acetate 0 0 
hematite 6.3*104 0 
chalcopyrite 0 1.1 *10-5 
galena 0 2.3*1ff6 
pyrite 0 l.3*10-3 
greenockite 0 1.6*10-8 





MODIFIED MINTEQA2 PRINTOUTS FOR TESTS PERFORMED 
pH 2, Eh 1079 mv, no citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
60 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 


















































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.000E-02 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1.096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 514E-03 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 






-3.960 1. lOOE-04 
-4.680 2.lOOE-05 
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600 Pb+2 4.571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1.360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
150 Ca+2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
732 S04-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 l.OOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.337E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.679E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 3.792E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS} 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL 
2 H20 -5.459E-03 -2.263 
1 E-1 4.220E-03 -2.375 
330 H+l -3.487E-03 -2.458 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 -3.900E-04 -3.409 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.lOOE-03 -2.959 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 1. 051E-13 -12.978 
















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -137.466 38.370 
3301403 CO2 (g) 4.096E-02 -1.388 18.145 
3300021 02 (g) 6.704E-02 -1.174 -79.325 














PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Ca+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
Sb(OH)3 41. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
40.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
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4.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe{hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs}3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs}2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2 S4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Cd+2 31. 2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
60.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
Cu+2 90.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
8.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
Zn+2 90.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
8.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
Pb+2 47.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
49.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Fe+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
E-1 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
S04-2 53.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 $04-2 
2.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
39.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
4.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
H+l 82.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
16.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
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1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
Fe+3 44.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 281 Fe+3 
25.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2811800 feel +2 
1.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2811801 fecl2 + 
20.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813300 feoh +2 
8.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2817320 feso4 + 
H20 101.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 4.886E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.457E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 4.590E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= 17.538 or Eh 1079. 24 mv 
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PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 2, Eh= 1079 mv, with citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
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INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.000E-02 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1. 096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.514E-03 
231 Cu+2 1. 096E-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 
600 Pb+2 4. 571E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 









-2.920 1. 200E-03 
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500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1.360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb{OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
150 Ca+2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
732 S04-2 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb{OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.337E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.459E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= l.145E+Ol {ANIONS - CATIONS)/{ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -1. 774E-03 -2.751 0.001 
1 E-1 4.220E-03 -2.375 17.538 
330 H+l -1.376E-02 -1.862 2.000 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 -3.900E-04 -3.409 31.954 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.lOOE-03 -2.959 12.748 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- -2. 711E-18 -17.567 25. 779 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS {present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME 
3028100 hematite 
Type VI - EXCLUDED 
ID NAME 
3301404 ch4 {g) 
3301403 CO2 {g) 







SPECIES {not included in mole balance) 
CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
O.OOOE-01 -137.466 38.370 
4.097E-02 -1. 387 18.145 
6.703E-02 -1.174 -79.325 














PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II {dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Ca+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
Citrate 94.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
5.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd{hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd{hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd{hs)4 -2 
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8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
Cd+2 31.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
60.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Cu+2 90.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
8.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
Zn+2 90.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
7.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
Pb+2 47.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
49.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Fe+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
E-1 
Sb(OH)3 41. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
40.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
4.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
S04-2 53.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
39.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
4.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
H+l 69.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
13.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
13.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
2.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
Fe+3 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
H20 101.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
67 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE -------------







































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 5.134E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.458E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 7.043E+OO {ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mv, no citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
68 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 





































































30.8450 1. 300E-03 
INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.479E-02 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1. 096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.514E-03 
231 Cu+2 1. 096E-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 
600 Pb+2 4. 571E-06 
LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 









140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1. 470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1.360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
150 Ca+2 l.202E-03 -2. 920 1.200E-03 
732 S04-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
740 Sb(OH)3 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.147E-02 Sum of ANIONS= 4.718E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 4.351E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
2 H20 -1.192E-04 -3.924 0.001 0.000 
330 H+l 1.365E-02 -1.865 7.000 0.000 
1 E-1 9.197E-06 -5.036 17.538 0.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.335E-13 -12.875 12.748 -10.000 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 4. 051E-10 -9.392 31. 954 -60.140 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 8.809E-14 -13.055 25.779 0.000 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3028100 hematite 1. 300E-03 -6.595 4.883 30.845 
2060003 plattnerite 4.600E-06 -5.337 -47.294 70.730 
2023101 tenorite 1. 088E-04 -3.963 -7.188 15.240 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -178.263 38.370 -61.000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.529E-03 -2.185 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 o2 (g) 6.703E+18 18.826 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Cd+2 29.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
1. 9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601400 cdhco3 + 
1.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601401 cdco3 aq 
58.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
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Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11. 4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe{hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb{hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn{hs)2 aq 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Ca+2 97.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
1. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
Na+l 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Zn+2 80.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
1.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
5.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501400 znhco3 + 
3.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501401 znco3 aq 
7.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
C03-2 81. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
16.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Cu+2 28.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
32.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311400 cuco3 aq 
7.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311402 cuhco3 + 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
1. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
26.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu{oh)2 aq 
804-2 87.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 804-2 
4.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
7.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Pb+2 15.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
57.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 pbco3 aq 
6.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 pbhco3 + 
16.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
























PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 280 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1503300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501804 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503301 


















































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 3.635E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.569E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.140E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mv, with citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature {Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
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PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
























































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.778E-02 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1.096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.514E-03 
231 cu+2 l.096E-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 









600 Pb+2 4. 571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1. 200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1.360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
150 Ca+2 1. 202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
732 804-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 6.173E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.498E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 5.785E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL 
2 H20 -3.694E-03 -2.432 
330 H+l 2.359E-02 -1.627 
1 E-1 9.163E-06 -5.038 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1. 345E-13 -12.871 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 4.645E-09 -8.333 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 9.537E-13 -12.021 




















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -178.262 38.370 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.542E-03 -2.184 18.145 
3300021 o2 (g) 6.701E+18 18.826 -79.325 















PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
Citrate 50.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 967 Citrate 
39.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
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3.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319671 cucitrate 
4.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd{hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb{hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn{hs)3 -
Cd+2 3.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
7.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
87.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609671 cdcitrate 
Ca+2 13.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
86.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
Cu+2 88.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319671 cucitrate 
11.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319672 cucitrate2 
Zn+2 1. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509672 zncitrate2 
97.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509671 zncitrate 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
C03-2 82.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
16.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Na+l 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Pb+2 9.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
35.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 pbco3 aq 
4.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 pbhco3 + 
10.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
25.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009671 pb citrate 
6.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009672 pbcitrate2 
7.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009673 pbcitrate3 
H+l 66.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
25.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
6.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 

















PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 280 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 732 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 

















































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 3.428E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.lllE-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.970E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




17.538 or Eh = 1079.24 mv 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mv, with acetate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
76 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 





























































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1. 479E-02 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1. 096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 514E-03 
LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
-1.830 1. 480E-02 
-17.540 O.OOOE-01 
-3.410 O.OOOE-01 
-2.960 1. 335E-13 
-2.820 5.082E-08 
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231 Cu+2 1.096E-04 -3.960 l. lOOE-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 -4.680 2.lOOE-05 
600 Pb+2 4.571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1. 202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
150 Ca+2 l.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
732 804-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
992 Acetate 8. 511E-03 -2.070 8.500E-03 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.147E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.568E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 3.928E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
2 H20 -1. 182E-04 -3.927 0.001 0.000 
1 E-1 9.194E-06 -5.037 17.538 0.000 
330 H+l 1.361E-02 -1. 866 7.000 0.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.335E-13 -12.875 12.748 -10.000 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 7.782E-10 -9.109 31.954 -60.140 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 1. 678E-13 -12.775 25.779 0.000 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3028100 hematite 1.300E-03 -7.595 4.883 30.845 
2060003 plattnerite 4.600E-06 -5.337 -47.294 70.730 
2023101 tenorite 1.086E-04 -3.964 -7.188 15.240 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3028000 magnetite 3.807E-22 -21. 419 -2.306 50.460 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -178.265 38.370 -61.000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.501E-03 -2.187 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 02 (g) 6.701E+18 18.826 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Ca+2 92.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
5.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
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Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs}2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs}3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs}4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs}3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs}2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs}2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs}3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs}2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs}3 -
Cd+2 26.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
1. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601400 cdhco3 + 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601401 cdco3 aq 
52.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
8.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609921 cd acetate 
Acetate 97.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 992 Acetate 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5009920 naacetate 
Na+l 99.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Zn+2 72. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
4.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501400 znhco3 + 
3.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501401 znco3 aq 
6.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
1. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
10.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509921 zn acetate 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
C03-2 81. 9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Cu+2 24.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
26.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311400 cuco3 aq 
6.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311402 cuhco3 + 
2.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
22.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh}2 aq 
14.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319921 cu acetate 
2.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319922 cuacetate2 
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Pb+2 10.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
38.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 pbco3 aq 
4.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 pbhco3 + 
11. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
29.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009921 pbacetate 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009922 pbacetate2 
804-2 88.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
4.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
7.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Fe+2 89.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 feso4 aq 
8.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809920 feacetate 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
H+l 69.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
26.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309921 h acetate 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Fe+3 90.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
E-1 
H20 78.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1503300 caoh + 
5.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
170.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
21. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501804 znohcl aq 
59.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
4.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503301 zn(oh)2 aq 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
!DX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
150 Ca+2 1.200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
740 Sb(OH)3 2.843E-40 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 6.800E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
992 Acetate 8.500E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 2.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1. 200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 










Pb+2 3.409E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 4.600E-06 100.0 
804-2 3.900E-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+2 1.457E-28 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Sb(OH)6- 3.000E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H+l 1. 425E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+3 1. 046E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o 2.600E-03 100.0 
E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H20 3. 722E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.616E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.397E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.976E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= 17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, no citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
81 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 

































H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 






















INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.479E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1.096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.514E-03 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-04 
LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 







950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 -4.680 2.lOOE-05 
600 Pb+2 4.571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1.200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
150 Ca+2 1. 202E-03 -2. 920 1. 200E-03 
732 S04-2 1.000E-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.147E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.718E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 4.350E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 1.839E-03 -2.735 0.001 
330 H+l 9.733E-03 -2.012 7.000 
1 E-1 -3.162E-03 -2.500 -4.875 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 1. 855E-04 -3.732 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 3.900E-04 -3.409 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 3.000E-07 -6.523 25. 779 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028100 hematite 1.207E-03 -4.033 4.883 
1023102 chalcopyrite 1.lOOE-04 -3.959 34.264 
1060001 galena 4.600E-06 -5.337 14.582 
1028003 pyrite 7.216E-05 -4.142 18.159 
1016000 greenockite 6.800E-08 -7.167 15.466 
1095001 sphalerite 2.lOOE-05 -4.678 11. 384 
2074004 sb(oh)3 (s) 5.585E-08 -7.253 6.906 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES {not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028000 magnetite 9.857E+OO 0.994 -2.306 
3301404 ch4 (g) 1.105E+Ol 1. 043 38.370 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.547E-03 -2.184 18.145 






















PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II {dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Ca+2 99.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
C03-2 81. 8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
16.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Zn+2 80.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
5.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501400 znhco3 + 
3.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501401 znco3 aq 
7.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
H+l 70.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
27.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Fe+2 99.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
H20 154.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
2.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1503300 caoh + 
7.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2803300 feoh + 
S04-2 87.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
5.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
7.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 90.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
Cu+2 10.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
12.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311400 cuco3 aq 
2.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311402 cuhco3 + 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
10.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
62.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
Pb+2 15.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
58.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 pbco3 aq 
6.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 pbhco3 + 
16.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
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E-1 
Cd+2 2.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
4.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
91. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
HS-1 65.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
34.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 



















49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Ca+2 1. 200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
C03-2 1.200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Zn+2 2.173E-10 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 2.lOOE-05 100.0 
H+l 1.390E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+2 3.300E-06 1. 8 O.OOOE-01 0.0 1.822E-04 98.2 
H20 1.876E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
S04-2 1. 372E-16 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Sb(OH)6- 3.809E-19 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+3 1.039E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 2.415E-03 100.0 
Cu+2 2.798E-25 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 1.lOOE-04 100.0 
Pb+2 7.162E-13 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 4.600E-06 100.0 
E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Cd+2 6.685E-13 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 6.800E-08 100.0 
HS-1 9.316E-09 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 3.900E-04 100.0 
Sb(OH)3 2.441E-07 81.4 O.OOOE-01 0.0 5.585E-08 18.6 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.638E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.498E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.057E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




-4.875 or Eh -300.00 mv 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, with citrate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
85 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 



































H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 






















INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1. 778E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1.096E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.514E-03 







231 Cu+2 l.096E-04 -3.960 1.lOOE-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 -4.680 2.lOOE-05 
600 Pb+2 4.571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 l.202E-03 -2. 920 1. 200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
150 Ca+2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1. 200E-03 
732 804-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
740 Sb{OH}3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 l.OOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 6.173E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.498E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 5.785E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS} 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE ---------------
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -1.551E-03 -2.809 0.001 
330 H+l 1.930E-02 -1.714 7.000 
1 E-1 -3.359E-03 -2.474 -4.875 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 3.824E-04 -3.417 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 3.900E-04 -3.409 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 3.000E-07 -6.523 25.779 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium} 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028100 hematite 1.109E-03 -2.984 4.883 
1023102 chalcopyrite l. lOOE-04 -3.959 34.264 
1060001 galena 4.600E-06 -5.337 14. 582 
1028003 pyrite 7.217E-05 -4 .142 18.159 
1016000 greenockite 6.800E-08 -7.167 15.466 
1095001 sphalerite 2.097E-05 -4.678 11.384 
2074004 sb(oh)3 (s) 5.609E-08 -7.251 6.906 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028000 magnetite 9.858E+OO 0.994 -2.306 
3301404 ch4 (g) 1.106E+Ol 1.044 38.370 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.550E-03 -2.184 18.145 






















PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Citrate 48.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 967 Citrate 
39.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809671 fecitrate 
3.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
C03-2 82.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
16.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Ca+2 13.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
86.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
Zn+2 1. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509672 zncitrate2 
97.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509671 zncitrate 
H+l 66.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
25.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Fe+2 1.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
98.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809671 fecitrate 
H20 157.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
7.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2803300 feoh + 
804-2 91. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 804-2 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 9.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
27.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819671 fecitrate 
61.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
Cu+2 88.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319671 cucitrate 
10.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319672 cucitrate2 
Pb+2 9.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
36.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 pbco3 aq 
4.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 pbhco3 + 
10.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
25.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009671 pb citrate 















PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009673 pbcitrate3 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609671 cdcitrate 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 







































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 3.432E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.023E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.881E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= -4.875 or Eh -300.00 mv 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, with acetate 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
89 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
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INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
330 H+l 1.479E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 
280 Fe+2 1.096E-03 
281 Fe+3 l.514E-03 
LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 






231 Cu+2 1. 096E-04 -3.960 1. lOOE-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 -4.680 2.lOOE-05 
600 Pb+2 4. 571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2. 920 1.200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.800E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
150 Ca+2 1. 202E-03 -2. 920 1.200E-03 
732 S04-2 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 3.900E-04 
992 Acetate 8. 511E-03 -2.070 8.500E-03 
740 Sb(OH)3 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 l.OOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= S.147E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.568E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 3.928E+OO {ANIONS - CATIONS)/{ANIONS + CATIONS) 
_______________ PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 1. 839E-03 -2.735 0.001 
330 H+l 9.694E-03 -2.013 7.000 
1 E-1 -3.162E-03 -2.500 -4.875 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 1. 859E-04 -3.731 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 3.900E-04 -3.409 31. 954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 3.000E-07 -6.523 25. 779 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028100 hematite 1. 207E-03 -4.032 4.883 
1023102 chalcopyrite 1. lOOE-04 -3.959 34.264 
1060001 galena 4.600E-06 -5.337 14.582 
1028003 pyrite 7.216E-05 -4.142 18.159 
1016000 greenockite 6.800E-08 -7.167 15.466 
1095001 sphalerite 2.lOOE-05 -4.678 11. 384 
2074004 sb(oh)3 (s) 5.606E-08 -7.251 6.906 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES {not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
3028000 magnetite 9.858E+OO 0.994 -2.306 
3301404 ch4 (g) 1.lOOE+Ol 1.042 38.370 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.518E-03 -2.186 18.145 






















PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Ca+2 94.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
5.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
C03-2 82.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Na+l 99.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Acetate 97.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 992 Acetate 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5009920 naacetate 
Zn+2 73.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
4.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501400 znhco3 + 
3.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501401 znco3 aq 
6.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
10.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509921 zn acetate 
H+l 68.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
26.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309921 h acetate 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
Fe+2 91.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809920 feacetate 
H20 154.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
2.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1503300 each+ 
7.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2803300 feoh + 
804-2 88.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
4.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
7.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 90.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
Cu+2 10.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311400 cuco3 aq 
2.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311402 cuhco3 + 
9.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
57.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -





















PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 600 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001401 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001402 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009921 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009922 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 160 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 730 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 740 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 






















































































































































Sum of CATIONS= 3.620E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.326E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.908E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




-4.875 or Eh = -300.00 mv 
93 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 2, Eh 1079 mv, no citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius}: 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any}. 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 





























-7. 71 y 
-6.94 y 
-1. 47 y 
-1. 36 y 
-16.00 y 
-16.00 













































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
94 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
330 H+l 1. OOOE-02 -2.000 O.OOOE-01 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 -17.540 O.OOOE-01 
732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 3.080E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.259E-03 -2.900 1.260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-05 -4.960 1.lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 l.820E-06 -5.740 l.800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 3.150E-03 
160 Cd+2 l.950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- l.148E-07 -6.940 l.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1.360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.294E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.331E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.078E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
2 H20 -1.273E-02 -1.895 0.001 0.000 
330 H+l 1. 396E-02 -1. 855 2.000 0.000 
1 E-1 2.520E-02 -1. 599 17.538 0.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 6.715E-09 -8.173 12.748 -10.000 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 -3.150E-03 -2.502 31.954 -60.140 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 1. 300E-13 -12.886 25.779 0.000 
Type V - POSSIBLE SOLIDS 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
6060003 anglesite 2.824E-02 -1. 549 7. 729 -2.150 
5015001 calcite 1.545E-13 -12.811 8.567 2.585 
5060000 cerrusite 1.852E-12 -11. 732 12.992 -4.860 
6023105 chalcanthite 1. 861E-06 -5.730 2.599 -1.440 
1023101 covellite O.OOOE-01 -110. 316 22.357 -24.010 
6095006 goslarite 2.123E-07 -6.673 1. 866 -3.300 
6015001 gypsum 8.086E-02 -1.092 4.841 -0.261 
3028100 hematite 1.240E+08 8.093 4.883 30.845 
6041002 jarosite k 2.337E+04 4.369 15.687 31.280 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------













Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -140.289 38.370 -61.000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.158E-05 -4.211 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 02 (g) 6.702E-02 -1.174 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Na+l 99.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
Cd+2 30.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
56.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
6.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
5.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607320 cdso4 aq 
Zn+2 80.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
12.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
Pb+2 42.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
41. 8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
13.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
Cu+2 82.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
7.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
10.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317320 cuso4 aq 
Ca+2 88.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
11.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
96 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
K+l 98.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #4107320 kso4 -
Sb(OH)3 41.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
40.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
5.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
Fe+2 88.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
11. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 feso4 aq 
S04-2 53.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
4.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
38.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
4.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
H+l 84.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
16.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
E-1 
Fe+3 20.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 281 Fe+3 
11. 0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2811800 feel +2 
9.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813300 feoh +2 
55.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2817320 feso4 + 
2.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2817321 fe(so4)2 -
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
H20 103.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
IDX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 1.960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 6.900E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
600 Pb+2 2.350E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
231 Cu+2 l. lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
150 Ca+2 2.530E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1. 800E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
410 K+l 6.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. 299E-25 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
280 Fe+2 1.575E-13 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
732 S04-2 6.230E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 






E-1 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+3 1. 211E-07 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 1.260E-03 100.0 
Sb(OH)6- 1.lSOE-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H20 -3.335E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.072E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.325E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 2.427E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= 17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
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PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 2, Eh 1079 mv, with citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any}. 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
Intermediate output file 
330 O.OOOE-01 -2.00 y 
1 O.OOOE-01 -17.54 y 
732 3.080E-03 -2.51 y 
281 1.260E-03 -2.90 y 
950 6.900E-06 -5.16 y 
600 2.350E-06 -5.63 y 
231 1.lOOE-05 -4.96 y 
150 2.530E-03 -2.60 y 
140 1.800E-06 -5.74 y 
410 6.lOOE-05 -4.21 y 
730 3.150E-03 -2.50 y 
160 1.960E-08 -7. 71 y 
741 1.150E-07 -6.94 y 
500 3.400E-02 -1. 47 y 
180 4.400E-02 -1. 36 y 
280 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 y 
967 2.600E-03 -2.59 
740 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 
H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 
2802810 13.0320 -10.0000 
7307320 33.6600 -60.1400 
7407410 25.7791 0.0000 
330 2.0000 0.0000 
1 17.5381 0.0000 
5 9 
6060003 7.7900 -2.1500 
5015001 8.4750 2.5850 
5060000 13. 1300 -4.8600 
6023105 2.6400 -1.4400 
1023101 23.0380 -24.0100 
6095006 1.9600 -3.3000 
6015001 4.8480 -0.2610 
3028100 4.0080 30.8450 
6041002 14.8000 31.2800 



















































































Sum of CATIONS= 4.294E-02 Sum of ANIONS 6.lllE-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.746E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS} 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -1.260E-02 -1.900 0.001 
1 E-1 2.520E-02 -1.599 17.538 
330 H+l 8.398E-03 -2.076 2.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 7 .472E-11 -10.127 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 -3.150E-03 -2.502 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 6.818E-15 -14.166 25. 779 
Type V - UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS (not present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
6060003 anglesite 3.144E-02 -1.502 7. 729 
5015001 calcite 1.529E-13 -12.816 8.567 
5060000 cerrusite 1. 819E-12 -11.740 12.992 
6023105 chalcanthite 2.087E-06 -5.680 2.599 
1023101 covellite O.OOOE-01 -110.266 22.357 
6095006 goslarite 2.374E-07 -6.624 1. 866 
6015001 gypsum 9.063E-02 -1.043 4.841 
3028100 hematite 2.917E-03 -2.535 4.883 




















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -140.289 38.370 -61. 000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 6.159E-05 -4.210 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 o2 (g) 6.702E-02 -1.174 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Citrate 48.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
4.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309672 citrateh2 
47.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
Fe+2 88.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
11. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 feso4 aq 
Zn+2 80.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
12.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
Pb+2 42.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
41. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
13.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
Cu+2 82.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
7.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
10.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317320 cuso4 aq 
Ca+2 88.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
11.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
101 
K+l 98.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #4107320 kso4 -
Na+l 99.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cd+2 30.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
56.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
6.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
5.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607320 cdso4 aq 
Sb(OH)3 41.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
40.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
5.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
S04-2 53.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
4.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
37.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
4.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
E-1 
H+l 62.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
6.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
11. 8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309672 citrateh2 
18.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
Fe+3 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
H20 100.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
IDX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
967 Citrate 2.600E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
280 Fe+2 8.530E-15 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 6.900E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
600 Pb+2 2.350E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
231 Cu+2 l.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
150 Ca+2 2.530E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1.800E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
410 K+l 6.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 1. 960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.298E-25 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 







E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H+l 1. 995E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+3 1. 260E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Sb(OH}6- l.lSOE-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H20 -3.440E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= S.200E-02 Sum of ANIONS S.337E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.300E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS}/(ANIONS + CATIONS} 




= 17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
103 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mV, no citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any). 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 





























-7. 71 y 
-6.94 y 
-1.47 y 
-1. 36 y 
-16.00 y 
-16.00 










































NAME ACTIVITY GUESS 
1.479E-02 
2.884E-18 




732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1.259E-03 -2.900 1. 260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-05 -4.960 1.lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 1. 820E-06 -5.740 1. 800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1. 950E-08 -7. 710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1. 148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.772E-02 Sum of ANIONS= 5.646E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.102E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE ---------------
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -1. 901E-03 -2.721 0.001 
330 H+l 1.857E-02 -1.731 7.000 
1 E-1 1.567E-07 -6.805 17.538 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.729E-17 -16.762 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 5.679E-07 -6.246 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 3.016E-12 -11.521 25.779 







Type V - UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS {not 
ID NAME CALC MOL 
6041002 jarosite k 5.915E-23 
3023100 cupricferit 4.430E-02 
2074004 sb{oh)3 {s) 4.419E-34 



































Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -181.097 38.370 -61.000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 9.582E-06 -5.019 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 o2 (g) 6.701E+18 18.826 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Na+l 98.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2S aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
Cd+2 29.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
54.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
6.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
8.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607320 cdso4 aq 
Zn+2 73.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
18.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
6.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9503300 znoh + 
Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
Cu+2 43.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
3.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
2.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
38.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
2.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313304 cu2(oh)2+2 
9.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317320 cuso4 aq 
106 
Ca+2 82.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
18.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
C03-2 1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1501400 cahco3 + 
81. 4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
K+l 98.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
1. 9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #4107320 kso4 -
Pb+2 36.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
36.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
3.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
20.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
S04-2 85.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
7.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Fe+2 82.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
17.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 feso4 aq 
H+l 4.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
3.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
118. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
3.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313304 cu2(oh)2+2 
E-1 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 90.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
H20 3.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
2.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
93.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
3.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313304 cu2(oh)2+2 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
!DX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 1. 960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 6.899E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
107 
740 Sb(OH)3 l.076E-40 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
231 Cu+2 1.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
150 Ca+2 2.530E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1. 800E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
410 K+l 6.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
600 Pb+2 1.047E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 2.350E-06 100.0 
732 S04-2 6.229E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
280 Fe+2 1. 668E-28 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
330 H+l -7.145E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 0.000E-01 o.o 
1 E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1.150E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
281 Fe+3 l.056E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 1. 260E-03 100.0 
2 H20 9.032E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.781E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.512E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.863E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/{ANIONS + CATIONS) 




17.538 or Eh 
PART 6 of OUTPUT FILE 
Saturation indices and stoichiometry of all minerals 
ID # NAME Sat. Index Stoichiometry in 
4123101 atacamite 1. 365 [ -3.000] 330 [ 2.000] 
[ 1.000] 180 
6023101 brochantite 1.269 -6.000] 330 [ 4.000] 
[ 1. 000] 732 
2023100 cu(oh)2 0.104 -2.000] 330 [ 1.000] 
6023102 langite 0.941 -6.000] 330 [ 4.000] 
2023101 tenorite 1.124 -2.000] 330 [ 1.000] 
1079.24 mv 
[brackets] 
231 [ 3.000] 2 
231 6. 000] 2 
231 2.000] 2 
231 7.000] 2 
231 1. 000] 2 
108 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mV, with citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius}: 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any}. 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 






























-7. 71 y 
-6.94 y 
-1.47 y 













































LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
-1.700 1.995E-02 
109 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 -17.540 O.OOOE-01 
732 804-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 259E-03 -2.900 1. 260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 l.096E-05 -4.960 1.lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 1. 820E-06 -5.740 1.BOOE-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1. 950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1. 148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
740 Sb(OH)3 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 l.OOOE+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 6.289E-02 Sum of ANIONS= 6.426E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.079E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -8.877E-04 -3.052 0.001 
1 E-1 -1. 435E-06 -5.843 17.538 
330 H+l 2.023E-02 -1.694 7.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 7.147E-09 -8.146 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 1. 785E-07 -6.748 31. 954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 9.034E-13 -12.044 25.779 







Type V - UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS {not 
ID NAME CALC MOL 
6041002 jarosite k 6.441E-23 
3023100 cupricferit 9.156E-05 
2074004 sb(oh)3 (s) 4.407E-34 



































Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance} 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g} O.OOOE-01 -181. 091 38.370 -61. 000 
3301403 CO2 (g} 9.696E-06 -5.013 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 o2 (g} 6.700E+l8 18.826 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed} species 
Citrate 28.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 967 Citrate 
69.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
2.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs}4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs}3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
Zn+2 1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509672 zncitrate2 
97.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509671 zncitrate 
Cd+2 6.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
12.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
1.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
2.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607320 cdso4 aq 
76.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609671 cdcitrate 
Cu+2 92.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319671 cucitrate 
7.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319672 cucitrate2 
Ca+2 23.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
5.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
71.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
C03-2 82.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
111 
15.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
K+l 98.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
2.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #4107320 kso4 -
Na+l 98.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Pb+2 23.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
23.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
2.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
13 .2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
28.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009671 pb citrate 
4.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009672 pbcitrate2 
3.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009673 pbcitrate3 
Fe+2 3.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
95.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809671 fecitrate 
S04-2 90.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
2.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
7.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
E-1 
H+l 2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
96.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 17.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
1. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
24.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819671 fecitrate 
55.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
H20 >1000. PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
IDX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
967 Citrate 2.600E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.073E-40 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 6.900E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 1. 960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
231 Cu+2 1. lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
150 Ca+2 2.530E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1. 800E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
410 K+l 6.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 









Fe+2 4.069E-27 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
S04-2 6.230E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H+l S.579E-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Sb(OH)6- 1.lSOE-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Fe+3 5.440E-15 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 l.260E-03 100.0 
H20 -2.596E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.482E-02 Sum of ANIONS S.986E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 2.646E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS}/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= 17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
113 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 7, Eh 1079 mv, with acetate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any). 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 






























-7. 71 y 
-6.94 y 
-1. 47 y 




H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 





































LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
-1.830 1.478E-02 
114 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 -17.540 O.OOOE-01 
732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 259E-03 -2.900 1.260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-05 -4.960 1.lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 1.820E-06 -5.740 1.800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1.950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1.148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
992 Acetate 8. 511E-03 -2.070 8.500E-03 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.772E-02 Sum of ANIONS= 6.496E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 5.903E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -1.900E-03 -2. 721 0.001 
330 H+l 1.853E-02 -1. 732 7.000 
1 E-1 5.802E-07 -6.236 17.538 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 1.033E-17 -16.986 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 5.150E-07 -6.288 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 2. 715E-12 -11.566 25. 779 







Type V - UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS {not 
ID NAME CALC MOL 
6041002 jarosite k 5. 712E-23 
3023100 cupricferit 3.426E-02 
2074004 sb(oh)3 ( s) 4.395E-34 



































Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME 
3301404 ch4 (g) 
3301403 CO2 (g) 













PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 





TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Acetate 96.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 992 Acetate 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5009920 naacetate 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
Sb(OH)3 50.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
Zn+2 67.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
5.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
16.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507320 znso4 aq 
8.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9509921 zn acetate 
Cd+2 27.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
49.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
6.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
7.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607320 cdso4 aq 
8.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609921 cd acetate 
Cu+2 34.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
3.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
1. 8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
29.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
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1.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313304 cu2(oh)2+2 
7.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317320 CUS04 aq 
19.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319921 cu acetate 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2319922 cuacetate2 
Ca+2 79.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
16.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
4.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
C03-2 1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1501400 cahco3 + 
81.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
K+l 98.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
1. 9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #4107320 kso4 -
Na+l 98.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
1.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Pb+2 18.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
18.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1. 9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6003300 pboh + 
9.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
47.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009921 pbacetate 
4.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6009922 pbacetate2 
S04-2 86.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
6.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
6.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Fe+2 77.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
15.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807320 feso4 aq 
6.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809920 feacetate 
H+l 4.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
1. 7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
115 .5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309921 h acetate 
E-1 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Fe+3 90.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
H20 4.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
2.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313300 cuoh + 
94.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313301 cu(oh)2 aq 
2.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2313304 cu2(oh)2+2 
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PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE -------------





























1. 960E-08 100.0 
1.lOOE-05 100.0 
2.530E-03 100.0 






















































Sum of CATIONS= 3.766E-02 Sum of ANIONS 6.343E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 2.549E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
EQUILIBRIUM IONIC STRENGTH (m) = 5.795E-02 
EQUILIBRIUM pH 7.000 
EQUILIBRIUM pe 17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
PART 6 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
Saturation indices and stoichiometry of all minerals 
ID # NAME Sat. Index Stoichiometry in [brackets] 
4123101 atacamite 1.139 [ -3.000] 330 [ 2.000] 231 [ 3.000] 2 
[ 1. 000] 180 
6023101 brochantite 0.816 -6.000] 330 [ 4.000] 231 6.000] 2 
[ 1. 000] 732 
6023102 langite 0.488 -6.000] 330 [ 4.000] 231 7.000] 2 
[ 1.000] 732 
2023101 tenorite 1.013 -2.000] 330 [ 1.000] 231 1. 000] 2 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, no citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
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PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE --------------
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any). 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 





























-7. 71 y 
-6.94 y 
-1. 47 y 
-1. 36 y 
-16.00 y 
-16.00 










































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
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330 H+l 1. 479E-02 -1. 830 1. 478E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 4.880 O.OOOE-01 
732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 259E-03 -2.900 1.260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-05 -4.960 1.lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 l.820E-06 -5.740 1.800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1.950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1.148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 l.OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.772E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.646E-02 





















PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
- SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
H20 2.492E-02 -1.603 0.001 
H+l -4.002E-02 -1. 3 98 7.000 
E-1 -4.860E-02 -1. 313 -4.875 
fe+2/fe+3 1. 260E-03 -2.900 12.748 
hs-/so4-2 6.230E-03 -2.206 31.954 
sboh3/sboh6- 1.150E-07 -6.939 25.779 
- FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
chalcopyrite 1.099E-05 -4.959 34.264 
pyrite 1.249E-03 -2.903 18.159 
galena 2.349E-06 -5.629 14.582 
sphalerite 6.161E-06 -5.210 11.384 
greenockite 1. 596E-08 -7.797 15.466 
UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS (not present at equilibrium) 
NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
sb(oh)3 {s) 8.526E-09 -8.069 6.906 
sbo2 1. 569E-11 -10.804 27.824 




















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3300021 o2 (g) O.OOOE-01 -70.827 -79.325 133.830 
3301404 ch4 (g) 1. 638E-02 -1. 786 38.370 -61. 000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 9.702E-06 -5.013 18.145 -0.530 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 66.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
34.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
Sb(OH)3 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
C03-2 1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1501400 cahco3 + 
81. 3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
K+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
Ca+2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
S04-2 83.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 804-2 
9.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
6.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Cd+2 63.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
23.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
13.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
Fe+2 78.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
21.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
Fe+3 90.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
H20 788.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
Cu+2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
E-1 
Pb+2 95.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 













































PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION 
DISSOLVED SORBED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
3.701E-03 59.4 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1. lSOE-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
l.800E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
6.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
2.530E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
5.831E-11 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
3.638E-09 18.6 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
4.372E-14 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
6.659E-27 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
3.266E-27 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
-4.378E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1. 084E-08 0.1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1. OlSE-09 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
7.387E-07 10.7 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1.260E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 

























Sum of CATIONS= 3.912E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.644E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 8.558E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




-4.875 or Eh -300.00 mv 
PART 6 of OUTPUT FILE _____________ _ 
Saturation indices and stoichiometry of all minerals 
ID# NAME Sat. Index Stoichiometry in [brackets] 
1023101 covellite 0.803 [ -1.000] 330 [ 1.000] 231 [ 1.000] 730 
[ 0.300] 180 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, with citrate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
122 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file (if any). 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 












































































INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
123 
330 H+l 1.995E-02 -1.700 1.990E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 4.880 O.OOOE-01 
732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 259E-03 -2.900 1. 260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1. 096E-05 -4.960 1. lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 1.820E-06 -5.740 1.800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1.950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1.148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 6.284E-02 Sum of ANIONS 6.426E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.119E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 2.492E-02 -1.603 0.001 
330 H+l -3.495E-02 -1.457 7.000 
1 E-1 -4.860E-02 -1. 313 -4.875 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 1. 260E-03 -2.900 12.748 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 6.230E-03 -2.206 31.954 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 1.150E-07 -6.939 25.779 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
1023102 chalcopyrite 1. 099E-05 -4.959 34.264 
1028003 pyrite 1. 249E-03 -2.903 18.159 
1060001 galena 2.349E-06 -5.629 14.582 
1095001 sphalerite 6.161E-06 -5.210 11.384 
1016000 greenockite 1. 596E-08 -7.797 15.466 






























Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance} 
ID NAME 
3301403 CO2 (g) 
3300021 o2 (g) 













PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 

















































PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 180 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 967 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 730 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 
410 
500 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 150 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 732 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2809671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 











































PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 






















































































































































Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.528E-02 Sum of ANIONS 5.035E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.760E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= -4.875 or Eh = -300.00 mv 
PART 6 of OUTPUT FILE _____________ _ 
Saturation indices and stoichiometry of all minerals 
ID# NAME Sat. Index Stoichiometry in [brackets] 
1023101 covellite 0. 803 [ -1. 000] 330 1. 000] 231 [ 1. 000] 730 
126 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
pH 7, Eh -300 mV, with acetate 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed only for those solids specified as ALLOWED 
in the input file {if any). 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
Intermediate output file 
330 1.478E-02 -1. 83 y 
1 O.OOOE-01 4.88 y 
732 6.230E-03 -2.51 y 
281 1.260E-03 -2.90 y 
950 6.900E-06 -5.16 y 
600 2.350E-06 -5.63 y 
231 1.lOOE-05 -4.96 y 
150 2.530E-03 -2.60 y 
140 1.800E-06 -5.74 y 
410 6.lOOE-05 -4.21 y 
730 O.OOOE-01 -2.50 y 
160 1.960E-08 -7.71 y 
741 1.150E-07 -6.94 y 
500 3.400E-02 -1. 47 y 
180 4.400E-02 -1. 36 y 
280 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 y 
740 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 
992 8.500E-03 -2.07 
H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 
2802810 13.0320 -10.0000 
7307320 33.6600 -60.1400 
7407410 25. 7791 0.0000 
330 7.0000 0.0000 
1 -4.8751 0.0000 
5 8 
1023102 35.2700 -35.4800 
1060001 15.1320 -19.4000 
1016000 15.9300 -16.3600 
1028003 18.4790 -11.3000 
2074102 27.8241 0.0000 
1095001 11. 6180 -8.2500 
2074004 7.1099 -7.2000 
3028100 4.0080 30.8450 
INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
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ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
330 H+l l.479E-02 -1. 830 1. 478E-02 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 4.880 O.OOOE-01 
732 S04-2 3.090E-03 -2.510 6.230E-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 259E-03 -2.900 1. 260E-03 
950 Zn+2 6.918E-06 -5.160 6.900E-06 
600 Pb+2 2.344E-06 -5.630 2.350E-06 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-05 -4.960 1. lOOE-05 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 2.530E-03 
140 C03-2 1.820E-06 -5.740 1.800E-06 
410 K+l 6.166E-05 -4.210 6.lOOE-05 
730 HS-1 3.162E-03 -2.500 O.OOOE-01 
160 Cd+2 1.950E-08 -7.710 1.960E-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 1.148E-07 -6.940 1.150E-07 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1.470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
280 Fe+2 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
992 Acetate 8. 511E-03 -2.070 8.500E-03 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 5.772E-02 Sum of ANIONS 6.496E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 5.903E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS}/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
2 H20 2.492E-02 -1.603 0.001 0.000 
1 E-1 -4.860E-02 -1. 313 -4.875 0.000 
330 H+l -4.005E-02 -1. 397 7.000 0.000 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 1.260E-03 -2.900 12.748 -10.000 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 6.230E-03 -2.206 31.954 -60.140 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 1.150E-07 -6.939 25. 779 0.000 
Type IV - FINITE SOLIDS (present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
1023102 chalcopyrite 1.099E-05 -4.959 34.264 -35.480 
1028003 pyrite 1. 249E-03 -2.903 18.159 -11. 300 
1060001 galena 2.349E-06 -5.629 14.582 -19.400 
1095001 sphalerite 6.165E-06 -5.210 11. 384 -8.250 
1016000 greenockite 1.597E-08 -7.797 15.466 -16.360 
Type V - UNDERSATURATED SOLIDS (not present at equilibrium) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
2074004 sb(oh)3 (s) 8.482E-09 -8.072 6.906 -7.200 
2074102 sbo2 1. 561E-11 -10.807 27.824 0.000 
3028100 hematite 4.128E-23 -22.384 4.883 30.845 
128 
Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3300021 o2 (g) O.OOOE-01 -70.827 -79.325 133.830 
3301404 ch4 (g) 1. 633E-02 -1.787 38.370 -61.000 
3301403 CO2 {g) 9.668E-06 -5.015 18.145 -0.530 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed} species 
Acetate 96.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 992 Acetate 
1. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
1.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5009920 naacetate 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
HS-1 66.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
33.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
C03-2 1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1501400 cahco3 + 
81.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301400 hco3 -
15.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5001401 nahco3 aq 
K+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 410 K+l 
Na+l 99.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Sb{OH)3 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
Ca+2 94.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
5.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509920 caacetate 
804-2 84.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
8.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
6.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
Fe+2 78.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe{hs)2 aq 
21.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe{hs)3 -
Cd+2 63.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd{hs}2 aq 
23.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
13.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd{hs)4 -2 
Fe+3 90.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813301 feoh2 + 
8.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813302 feoh3 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2813303 feoh4 -
H20 808.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
129 
Cu+2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
E-1 
Pb+2 95.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
4.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb{hs)3 -
Zn+2 96.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn{hs)2 aq 
3.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn{hs)3 -
H+l 96.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309921 h acetate 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE ____________ _ 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION-----------













































































































































PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 1.688E+Ol {ANIONS - CATIONS)/{ANIONS + CATIONS) 




-4.875 or Eh = -300.00 mv 
PART 6 of OUTPUT FILE _____________ _ 
Saturation indices and stoichiometry of all minerals 
ID# NAME Sat. Index Stoichiometry in [brackets] 
1023101 covellite 0.802 [ -1.000] 330 [ 1.000] 231 [ 1.000] 730 
130 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
Effect of citrate on Fe cmplexation (pH 2, Eh 1079 mV) 
CPAT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
Intermediate output file 
330 O.OOOE-01 -2.00 y 
1 O.OOOE-01 -17.54 y 
730 3.900E-04 -3.41 y 
280 1. lOOE-03 -2.96 y 
281 1.500E-03 -2.82 y 
231 1.lOOE-04 -3.96 y 
950 2.lOOE-05 -4.68 y 
600 4.600E-06 -5.34 y 
140 1.200E-03 -2.92 y 
500 3.400E-02 -1.47 y 
180 4.400E-02 -1. 36 y 
160 6.800E-08 -7.17 y 
741 3.000E-07 -6.52 y 
967 2.600E-04 -2.59 y 
150 1. 200E-03 -2.92 y 
732 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 
740 O.OOOE-01 -16.00 
H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 5 
7307320 33.6600 -60.1400 
2802810 13.0320 -10.0000 
7407410 25.7791 0.0000 
1 17.5381 0.0000 
330 2.0000 0.0000 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
----------- THE INPUT DATA WILL BE USED IN A SERIES OF 20 SWEEPS------------
The input parameters for each sweep will be identical to this initial 
listing except that: 
The total dissolved concentration of component number 967 in 
successive sweeps will be: 













After the first sweep, the initial component activity guesses 
for each successive sweep are the equilibrium activities computed at the 
end of the sweep which precedes it. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
330 H+l 1. OOOE-02 -2.000 O.OOOE-01 
1 E-1 2.884E-18 -17.540 O.OOOE-01 
730 HS-1 3.890E-04 -3.410 3.900E-04 
280 Fe+2 1. 096E-03 -2.960 1.lOOE-03 
281 Fe+3 1. 514E-03 -2.820 1. 500E-03 
231 Cu+2 1.096E-04 -3.960 1.lOOE-04 
950 Zn+2 2.089E-05 -4.680 2.lOOE-05 
600 Pb+2 4.571E-06 -5.340 4.600E-06 
140 C03-2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1. 200E-03 
500 Na+l 3.388E-02 -1. 470 3.400E-02 
180 Cl-1 4.365E-02 -1. 360 4.400E-02 
160 Cd+2 6.761E-08 -7.170 6.BOOE-08 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.020E-07 -6.520 3.000E-07 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-04 
150 Ca+2 1.202E-03 -2.920 1. 200E-03 
732 804-2 1. OOOE-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
740 Sb(OH)3 1.000E-16 -16.000 O.OOOE-01 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.337E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.757E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 4.617E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 
Type III - SPECIES WITH FIXED ACTIVITY 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
2 H20 -5.091E-03 -2.293 0.001 
330 H+l -4.514E-03 -2.345 2.000 
1 E-1 4.220E-03 -2.375 17.538 
7307320 hs-/so4-2 -3.900E-04 -3.409 31.954 
2802810 fe+2/fe+3 -1.lOOE-03 -2.959 12.748 
7407410 sboh3/sboh6- 4.662E-18 -17.331 25. 779 



















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK DH 
3301404 ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -137.466 38.370 -61. 000 
3301403 CO2 (g) 4.096E-02 -1.388 18.145 -0.530 
3300021 02 (g} 6.703E-02 -1.174 -79.325 133.830 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 
TYPE I and TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) species 
Citrate 94.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
5.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
Ca+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn(hs)3 -
Cd+2 31.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
60.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Cu+2 90.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
8.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
Zn+2 90.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
8.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
Pb+2 47.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
49.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1. 8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
133 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Fe+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
Sb(OH)3 41.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb(OH)3 
40.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
4.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
S04-2 53.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
2.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 
39.5 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
4.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
E-1 
H+l 81. 2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
1.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
15.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
1.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307320 hso4 -
Fe+3 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
H20 101.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION -----------
!DX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
967 Citrate 2.600E-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
150 Ca+2 1. 200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
730 HS-1 3.500E-99 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 6.800E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
741 Sb(OH)6- 3.000E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
231 Cu+2 1.lOOE-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
950 Zn+2 2.lOOE-05 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
600 Pb+2 4.600E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
140 C03-2 1. 200E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
500 Na+l 3.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
180 Cl-1 4.400E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
280 Fe+2 1.336E-13 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
740 Sb(OH)3 3.433E-25 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
732 804-2 3.900E-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1 E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o 
330 H+l l.509E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
281 Fe+3 2.457E-04 9.5 O.OOOE-01 0.0 2.354E-03 90.5 
2 H20 -8.883E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
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Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.911E-02 Sum of ANIONS 4.457E-02 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 4.841E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




17.538 or Eh 1079.24 mv 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
*** This is the beginning of SWEEP NUMBER 20 in the series of 20 *** 
The input for this sweep is identical to the initial sweep except: 
1) The total concentration of the component Citrate is: 5.200E-03 
2) The log activity guesses for all components are as computed at 
the point of FIRST convergence in the previous problem. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 














NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
H20 -1. 559E-03 -2.807 0.001 
H+l -2.149E-02 -1. 668 2.000 
E-1 4.220E-03 -2.375 17.538 
hs-/so4-2 -3.900E-04 -3.409 31.954 
fe+2/fe+3 -1.lOOE-03 -2.959 12.748 
sboh3/sboh6- 2.168E-19 -18.664 25.779 
- EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
NAME CALC MOL LOG MOL NEW LOGK 
ch4 (g) O.OOOE-01 -137.466 38.370 
CO2 (g) 4.097E-02 -1. 387 18.145 
02 (g) 6.703E-02 -1.174 -79.325 
PART 4 of OUTPUT FILE 
















PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309672 





Ca+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
HS-1 2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 730 HS-1 
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607300 cdhs + 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607301 cd(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607302 cd(hs)3 -
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1607303 cd(hs)4 -2 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2317300 cu(hs)3 -
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807300 fe(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2807301 fe(hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307300 h2s aq 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007300 pb{hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007301 pb{hs)3 -
2.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3307301 s -2 
11.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7407300 sb2s4-2 
5.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507300 zn(hs)2 aq 
8.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9507301 zn{hs)3 -
Cd+2 31.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 160 Cd+2 
60.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601800 cdcl + 
7.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1601801 cdcl2 aq 
Sb(OH)6- 99.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
Cu+2 90.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 231 Cu+2 
8.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2311800 cucl + 
Zn+2 90.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 950 Zn+2 
7.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #9501800 zncl + 
Pb+2 47.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 600 Pb+2 
49.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001800 pbcl + 
1.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6001801 pbcl2 aq 
1.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #6007320 pbso4 aq 
C03-2 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
Na+l 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 500 Na+l 
Cl-1 100.0 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 180 Cl-1 
Fe+2 99.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 280 Fe+2 
Sb{OH)3 41. 6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 740 Sb{OH)3 
40.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7400021 hsbo2 
4.9 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403300 sbo+ 
12.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7403302 sb(oh)2+ 
S04-2 53.3 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 732 S04-2 
2.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1507320 caso4 aq 














PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #5007320 naso4 -
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3301401 h2co3 aq 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309672 citrateh2 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309673 citrateh3 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #2819672 fecitrateh 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #7410021 sbo3-
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 








































































































































PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 6.953E+OO (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




= 17.538 or Eh = 1079.24 mv 
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PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
Effect of Ca on Cd complexation with citrate (pH 7, Eh -300 mV) 
CMT site 
Temperature (Celsius): 37.00 
Units of concentration: MOLAL 
Ionic strength to be computed. 
If specified, carbonate concentration represents total inorganic carbon. 
Do not automatically terminate if charge imbalance exceeds 30% 
Precipitation is allowed for all solids in the thermodynamic database and 
the print option for solids is set to: 1 
The maximum number of iterations is: 200 
The method used to compute activity coefficients is: Davies equation 
Intermediate output file 
330 O.OOOE-01 -7.00 y 
1 O.OOOE-01 4.88 y 
150 5.875E-04 -2.60 y 
967 2.600E-03 -2.59 y 
160 1.960E-08 -7.71 y 
H20 has been inserted as a COMPONENT 
3 2 
330 7.0000 0.0000 
1 -4.8751 0.0000 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
----------- THE INPUT DATA WILL BE USED IN A SERIES OF 20 SWEEPS------------
The input parameters for each sweep will be identical to this initial 
listing except that: 
The total dissolved concentration of component number 150 in 
successive sweeps will be: 
5.875E-04 l.763E-03 2.938E-03 4.112E-03 5.288E-03 6.463E-03 
7.638E-03 8.813E-03 9.987E-03 1.116E-02 l.234E-02 l.351E-02 
l.469E-02 1.586E-02 1.704E-02 1.821E-02 1.939E-02 2.056E-02 
2.174E-02 2.291E-02 
After the first sweep, the initial component activity guesses 
for each successive sweep are the equilibrium activities computed at the 
end of the sweep which precedes it. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
INPUT DATA BEFORE TYPE MODIFICATIONS 
ID NAME ACTIVITY GUESS LOG GUESS ANAL TOTAL 
330 H+l 1.000E-07 -7.000 O.OOOE-01 
1 E-1 7.586E+04 4.880 O.OOOE-01 
150 Ca+2 2.512E-03 -2.600 5.875E-04 
967 Citrate 2.570E-03 -2.590 2.600E-03 
160 Cd+2 1. 950E-08 -7.710 1. 960E-08 
138 
2 H20 1.000E+OO 0.000 O.OOOE-01 
Charge Balance: UNSPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 1.175E-03 Sum of ANIONS= 7.800E-03 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 7.382E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 

















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME 






























TYPE II (dissolved and adsorbed) 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 967 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1609671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 










----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION-----------
IDX NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
967 Citrate 2.600E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
160 Cd+2 1. 960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 o.o 
150 Ca+2 5.875E-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
2 H20 2.657E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
1 E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
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330 H+l 2.339E-04 100.0 O.OOOE-01 o.o O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 3.956E-05 Sum of ANIONS 6.430E-03 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 9.878E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS)/(ANIONS + CATIONS) 




-4.875 or Eh 
PART 1 of OUTPUT FILE 
-300.00 mv 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
*** This is the beginning of SWEEP NUMBER 20 in the series of 20 *** 
The input for this sweep is identical to the initial sweep except: 
1) The total concentration of the component Ca+2 is: 2.291E-02 
2) The log activity guesses for all components are as computed at 
the point of FIRST convergence in the previous problem. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
PART 3 of OUTPUT FILE 

















Type VI - EXCLUDED SPECIES (not included in mole balance) 
ID NAME 














PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF COMPONENTS AMONG 






PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 
PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES# 160 
















88.8 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 150 Ca+2 
11.2 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1509671 cacitrate 
79.6 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3300020 oh-
20.4 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #1503300 caoh + 
7.1 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES # 330 H+l 
113.7 PERCENT BOUND IN SPECIES #3309671 citrateh 
PART 5 of OUTPUT FILE 
----------- EQUILIBRATED MASS DISTRIBUTION-----------
NAME DISSOLVED SORBED PRECIPITATED 
MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT MOL/KG PERCENT 
Citrate 2.600E-03 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Cd+2 1.960E-08 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Ca+2 2.291E-02 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H20 3.655E-07 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
E-1 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
H+l 1. 703E-06 100.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 O.OOOE-01 0.0 
Charge Balance: SPECIATED 
Sum of CATIONS= 4.068E-02 Sum of ANIONS 2.650E-03 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE= 8.777E+Ol (ANIONS - CATIONS}/(ANIONS + CATIONS} 




= -4.875 or Eh -300.00 mv 
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